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Council Paves Way For
Annexation of New Area

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Hold everything. You can burn
leaves.

Dr. Hatcher
On Program
On Folklore

We ran a thing the other day for
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper concerning buring of trash,
bit apparently folks did not read
it all or at least misinterpreted it.

Two Films Will
Be Shown At
School Here

Ordinance Of Intent
Passes First Reading

Two special films will be shown The City Council last night Michigan-Wisconsin station then
by Rev. Robert Brochoff of the passed an ordinance of intent to south to Lincoln Avenue then
North 18th. Street. This is
Dr. Mildred Hatcher, assistant Immanuel Lutheran Church at annex a large rectangle of land to back to
the Cooperative School of World the city limits.
the area where Mrs. Hiram
The
area
professor of English in Murray
Donald Tucker, James
State University, was in Mur- Outreach to be held at the First generally is that residential area Tucker,
Garrison and a number of other
United
Methodist
Church,
immediately
west
of
North
18th
phreesboro,Tennessee,last week
residents live. It also includes
end, to attend the annual con- Murray, on Sunday. October 31, Street. It extends along the
College Farm Road to the the area owned by the Murray
vention of the Tennessee Folklore at seven p.m.
Moose Lodge.
"Homo Hornini" is the title of
KYLE FIELD TERMINAL took a step closer toward completion recently when contractors - Society, which met on October 22the
ten
minute
color
film
to
be
The area is already served by
received bricks for the building. A four week delay had been expected, but now,fixed base operator 23,and to appear on the program.
shown. It was made in 1968 for a
city water, city sewerage, city
Ed Adams said he hoped to have an open house by the end of November. The termhial will feature a Her topic was "Adventuring with
world wide gathering of churches
gas, city electricity and has
pilot's lounge, office, aviatioQequipment, two restrooms, and a class room for the students enrolled Folklore."
held
in
Uppsala,
Sweden.
This
police and fire protection.
Before coming to Murray Dr.
In Murray rlying School. Theid building burned last March 4.
original film by means of
The normal procedure is for the
Photo by Byron L Evers Hatcher had served as viceIn other words it's ok to burn your
ordinance of intent to be
animation and a variety of
president and president of this
leaves if you follow the
techniques, shows people in the Four faculty members from published, then a period of thirty
organization for two years each;
stipulations as listed above. This
technological age and points out the department of special days will pass before any other
and she is now the president of
word comes from Fire Chief
that it is the man who must education at Murray State action is taken. If no objections
the Kentucky Folklore Society
resolve the paradox of plenty and University-Mrs. Billie Dowing, arise, then an ordinance of anCooper.
her second term.
suffering in the community ot Mrs. Kay Ligon, John Applegate nexation is passed.
Previously, she was a member
When the regulation was
man, Rev. Brochoff said.
In ether action of the council,
and Norbert Leppert-recently
of the Board of Directors of the
The other film is "Ac- attended a conference on ex- City Councilman James Rudy
published this -gave permission
Kentucky group; and she has
for the buring of leaves if the
Over two hundred persons were contributed numerous articles to celeration", two minutes, and in ceptional children in Louisville. Allbritten reported to the council
stipulations listed are followed.
present for the "Back to School the -various folklore journals, color, which describes the Mrs. Downing served on -a that admission procedure at the
NighV' held by the ICirksey among which are The Kentucky progress of man through history panel during the two-day meeting Murray Hospital has been forThis admission
Here's the regulation again.
Parent-Teacher Association sa Folklore Record, The Tennessee and poses a question about his that discussed recommendations malized.
destiny and the meaning of it all, made by the Task Force on procedure was set up, he said, in
the school on Tuesdayg
p
Folklore Society Bulletin, The
the minister said,
SECTION 2802: BURNING OF
order to. maintain some beds for
Johnny Bohannon,
Exceptional Children.
Mississippi Folklore Register,
TRASH.
welcomed the parents, children, and the Southern Folklore Following the films, -reactor Sponsored by the division of emergency use only and to bring
groups will be held until 7:15 p.m. special education of the Kentucky about a better procedure in the
(a) No person or persons shall
teachers, and other interested Quarterly.
when refreshments for the entire Department of Education, the emergency room. He pointed out
kindle or maintain a bonfire, or
persons,
and
invited
them
to
visit
For more than twenty years,
By United Press International circulation this week of bumper
burn trash, lumber, leaves,
the various rooms of the students. Dr. Hatcher has been a very family will be served. A nursery Conference on Special Education that a person's private doestickers,
linking
Emberton
and
Party
unity
was the theme of
straw, or any other combustible
torshould be capsdbefore he goes
is an annual event.
Carroll as a "team", by an Mrs. Rudy Lovett, president, active member of the National is provided.
material in any street or alley, or the rival candidates for Governor anoymous source.
presided. The PTA voted to Council of Teachers of English, Leaders for the school are as A meeting of the executive to the hospital for emergency
on any premises or vacant lot, as they intensified their carn- Emberton, who is con- discontinue having the annual
follow:
committee of the Student Chapter work.
also.. Attending almost every
unless burning be done in covered paigning today in the final days centrating much of his
Continued on Page 16
turkey shoot and said that the convention, she has served this Adults-Dr. Paul Lynn, First of the tlouncil for
tal
final
receptables of not more than 13
/
4 before next Tuesday's Kentucky campaigning in live television traps will be sold. It was anPresbyterian, Dennis Jackson, Children was also held d1 the
in
several
organization
inch wire mesh, or of metal. The election.
St. John's Baptist, Jim Redmon;
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford and appearances,told his interviewer nounced that the warm.up capacities, including that of a St. Leo's Catholic, Lyle Un- conference. Representing
Chief of the Fire Department
jackets
for
the
basketball
Murray State at the meeting
squad
that
the
Democrats
may
want
to
public
officer,
a
special
ilaizon
may issue a general permit, by Julian Carroll, the Democratic dump
have arrived. The PTA is paying relations representative, a judge derwood and Mrs. O.B. Boone, were Clayton Hargrove, SCEC
Ford.
nominees
for
Governor
and
publication,during the seasons of
Jr.; Junior High-Charles president, and Miss Debbie
On their swing through the cost for the jackets.
of the Annual Achievement
the year,tor the burning of loaves Lieutenant Governor, cam- Western
Guthrie, First United Methodist, Hicks, SCEC vice president, The Murray Quota Club held its
The
devotional
comments
Kentucky
Thursday,
Awards,
a
member
of
the
Board
paigned
together on a two-day
or other like materials outside
John Mark Hale and Don Mc- along with Mrs. Downing, SCEC regular luncheon meeting at the
given
by
Mrs.
Clint
Greer
who
Ford
said
he
and
Carroll
are
of Directors, and a program Cord, First Christian; Senior
the receptables. All burning of helicopter sweep across Western "together and we're going to
sponsor.
Southside Restaurant on Tuesday
stay read the thirteenth chapter of I participant at several of the
materials permitted by this Kentucky.
High-Rev. Stephen Davenport, Twelve other special students at noon with the president, Mrs.
Corinthians
for
her
scripture.
together."
conventions. In addition,
annual
Meanwhile,
Republican
paragraph shall be conducted on
St. John's Episcopal, Mike also attended the conference.
Heloise Roberts, presiding.
Carroll
accused
the Lubie Parrish led in prayer.
she has worked with various
still days, during daylight, with gubernatorial candidate Thomas Republicans of "passing all
Woodruff, First Presbyterian;
Mrs.
Edward
Willie,
secretary,
Mrs. Roberts and Mrs. Inez
kinds
committees and invitational
D.
Emberton
told
a
Lexington
an adult in constant attendance,
Juniors-Mrs. Pete Rutledge, St.
Jones were delegates to the
of rumors...trying to divide us." and Mrs. Charles Coleman, conferences.
television
interviewer
that
the
and shall be done in a location at
John's Baptist, Mrs. David Roos,
annual Quota convention held at
Both charged that the treasurer, gave their reports.
Dr. Hatcher has been honored
least 25 feet from any building or Republican party has "not
First Christian; Primaries-Mrs.
The
room
count
was
a
tie
between
Memphis, Tenn., October 15, 16,
Republicans
are
using
"low-level
by
being
requested
for
dumped
Jim
Host
(his
running
structure, and where standing
Mrs. Laura Jennings' first grade biographical information for John Mikulcik, St. Leo's
and 17, and reported ,on the
campaign tactics".
Lieutenant
for
Governor)".
mate
grass or weeds will not comKindergarten-Mrs.
Independent candidate A.B. and Mrs. Cheryl Dailey's second more than a dozen publications,.1 Catholic;
The intersection of North 12th convention highlights.
nearby The stress on party unity un- (Happy)
municate fire to
Charles
Moffett,
First
grade.
Also in attendance were Miss
Chandler,
doing
much
of
including
Who's
Who
of
and Olive Streets was the scene of
doubtedly
was
related
to
the
property.
his campaigning on a person-to- Teachers for the school are American Women, Who's Who in Presbyterian.
a two car collision on Thursday Martha Guier, Mrs. Ruth Blackperson handshaking basis in Mrs. Jennings, first; Mrs. American Education, Who's Who
at 4:35 p.m. No injuries were wood, and Milton Jones.
HALLOWEEN
The Murray Club scrapbook
central and northern Kentucky, Dailey, second; Mrs. Nancy in the South and Southwest, The
listed on the report filed by the
Murray City Police Chief
reminded an audience of senior Lovett, second and third; Mrs. Dictionary of International
investigating officers of the placed third in district comJames M.Brown said extra
petition. Mrs. Betty Coleman is
citizens in .Lexington Thursday, Alice Humphreys, third; Mrs. Biography 1London, England),
Murray Police Department.
men will be on duty
"I have managed your affairs Rachel Neale, fourth; Mrs. Leading Personalities of the
Cars involved were a 1972 scrapbook chairman and is
Saturday night for the
Thyra Crawford,fifth; Mrs. Judy South, Directory of American
twice before as Governor."
Mostly sunny 'and continued
Montego two door hardtop driven assisted by Mrs. Margaret
patrol of the city as the
Chandler said the state of Darnell and Mrs. Duma Rogers, Scholars (3rd and 4th Editions),
unseasonably warm today and
by
Pearson Neal, Jr., of Jackson, Crawford.
office of Sheriff Clyde
Halloween observance is
Mrs. Ruth Nunnelly of Little
Kentucky currently is $2 billion in sixth; Mrs. Anna Mae Hopkins, The Two Thousand Women of The
Saturday with high both days 77Term., and a 1969 Opel two door
open
all
day
Steele
will
be
planned.
Rock, Ark., was elected governor
debt, whereas when he left office Mrs. Lucille Potts, and James Achievement ( London,
83. Clear and cool tonight, lows in
wagon
driven
by
Evelyn
Alton
Saturday, October 30, from
of the 23rd district of which the
after his last administration as Nix, seventh and eighth; Mrs. England), and others.
The regular curfew hour
the low 50s.
eighth a.m. to five p.m. to give Burgess of 410 North 10th Street, Murray Club is a member. It was
of midnight will be obgovernor, in 1959, the state had Joanna Sykes, librarian; Mrs
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Murray.
th,e residents an opportunity to
830 million in the bank and no Ruth Potts, remedial reading;
served on Saturday night.
The Kentucky
exteaded
car, announced that the 1972 conpay their taxes before November Police said the Burgess
music;
Mrs
Mrs.
Bobby
Berrill,
Trick or treating will be
debts.
SENIOR GIRL SCOUTS
weather outlook Sunday through
on Olive Street, vention will be held in White
east
going
1.
Pamela Abbott, speech.
completed by 8:30 p.m.
The Senior Girl Scouts are now
Tuesday:
stopped for the stop sign at North Haven, Tenn., and the 1973
CHORUS REHEARSAL
when the Murray-Calloway
taking orders for homemade A two per cent discount is 12th Street, and failed to see the: convention in Magnolia, Ark.
Chance of showers west late
The Chorus of the Music
The Murray Club also had a
County Jaycees will serve
cakes, cookies, pies, etc., for the allowed on the tax bill if it is paid Neal car going south on North 12
Sunday over the state Monday
TWO CITED
Department of the Murray Two persons were cited for homecoming weekend at Murray before the first day of November. Street.
booth at the convention and Mrs.
free cider and cookies at
and east Tuesday. Cool nights
Woman's Club will have a public drunkenness on Thursday State University. The Scouts will The office is being kept open this Damage to the Montego was on Roberts gave the response at the
the City Park for all
and mild days. Lows in the low to
rehearsal at the club house on by the Murray Police Depart- deliver their orders. Phone 753- Saturday for the convenience of the front and to the Opel on the opening session of the district
children and their parents.
mid 40s. Highs mostly in the
Sunday, October 31, at two p.m. ment
meeting
4635 to place your orders.
the public
upper 60s.
right side
You can follow the regulation and
burn leaves IF you do as the
regulation says "All burning of
materials shall be conducted on
still days, during daylight with
an adult in constant attendance,
and shall be done in a location at
least 25 feet from any Wilding or
structure and where standing
grass or weeds will not communicate fire to nearby
property".
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A Thumbnail Sketch of the Statewide Candidates in Tuesday's Election
FRANKFORT,( UPI)-Here is a thumbnail
sketch of each of the statewide candidates in
the Nov. 2 general election:
Governor
Democrat Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford, 46, is
an Owensboro insurance agency coiner. Ford
won the No. 2 state office in 1967 by 13,000
votes over his Republican opponent Tom
Ratliff of Pikeville. In this spring's primary
election, Ford beat former Gov. Bert T.
Combs by 42,000 vote
Republican Thomas D. Emberton, 39, is a
native of Metcalfe County and now practices
law in Frankfort. Emberton was an administrative aide to Gov. Louie B. Nunn wad
later served briefly on the state Public Sirvice Commission. He had only token opposition in the spring primary and has never
before sought statewide office.
American Party Candidate William E.
Smith, 32, is a Princeton insuranceman. A
former Democrat,Smith joined the American
Party in the 1968 presidential bid of Alabama
Gov. George C. Wallace. Seeking his first
public office, Smith is the son of former State
Rep. Virgil Smith, a Democrat from Harlan
County.
Independent A.B. "Happy" Chandler, 73, of
Versaillies, is a two-time former Governor,
elected both tunes as a Democrat. He is
running in this election as an independent
candidate of the Commonwealth Party.
Chandler is a former U.S. Senator and Major
Leave Baseball Commissioner.

Lieutenant Governor
Democrat Julian M. Carroll, 40, is a
Paducah attorney. He was elected in 1961 at
age 29 to the state House of Representatives
and seven years later was elected speaker of
the House, a post he now holds. Carroll, the
running mate of former Gov. Bert T. Combs
in the primary won the party nomination over.
a four-man field including attorney General
John B. Breckinridge and State Senator
Henry Beach.
Republican W. James Host,33, is a native of
Boyd County and was a sportscaster and
insuranceman in Lexington. He has served in
the current administration as Parks Commissioner and Public Information Commissioner. Host had only token opposition in
the primary.
American Party candidate Robert E. Blair,
52, is from Greenup. He currently operates a
gift shop and is retired as general utilities
engineer at the Federal Youth Center,
%mina, Ky. This is his first election attempt.
Secretary Of State
Democrat Mrs. Thelma Stovall of
Louisville is currently State Treasurer and
has held consecutive elective office since 1950
when she was eletted state representative.
He has previously served one term as
secretary of state and two terms as treasurer.
Republican Kenneth F. Harper, 40, is a
native of Covington. He has been a state
representative,assistant commissioner of the

Department of Child Welfare and Public
Information Commissioner. He was appointed secretary of state to fill an unexpired
term.
American Party candidate William E.
Embry, 46, Hopkinsville, is the owner of an
employment service in Hopkinsville and
Paducah. He is a native of Love,Ky.
Attorney General
Democrat Ed. W. Hancock,45, is a native of
Monticello in Wayne County and is a former
director of the division of administrative law
in the state highway department. Currently,
he is a lawyer and certified public accountant
practicing in Frankfort.
Republican Edwin A. Schroering Jr., 42, of
Louisville is Commonwealth's Attorney for
Jefferson County. He is a past president of
the Kentucky Commonwealth's Attorney's
Association.
Auditor Of Public Accounts
Democrat Miss Mary Louise Foust of
Shelbyville is currently State Auditor, being
elected to an unexpired term two years ago.
She is seeking her fourth term as auditor.
Miss Foust is an attorney and certified public
accountant.
Republican J. Robert Miller; 51, of Tompkinsville is state Agriculture Commissioner.
He holds a masters degree from Western
Kentucky State University and for 21 years
was a teacher in Monroe Cou0tY•
American Party candidate Alvin L. Martin,
47, Of Fern Creek is a salesman. He ran unseccessfully in 1969 for state senator.

State Treasurer
Democrat Drexel] R. Davis, 51, is a former
clerk of the state Court of Appeals. A native
of Shelbyville, he was a district manager for
an insurance company before resigning to run
for treasurer.
Republican J. Richard Vermillion, 45, is
clerk of the state Court of Appeals. A life-long
resident of Corbin, he is a former mayor of
the city and former Whitley County sheriff
and judge.
American Party candidate Mrs. Helen
Breeden of Buechel ran unsuccessfully for
Governor in the Democratic primary in 1967.
She is a native of Floydsburg in Oldham
County and is a real estate and insurance
agent.
Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Democrat Lyman V. Ginger, 64, of
Lexington, is a former dean of the education
collegeat the-University of Kentucky. He is a
former coach and science teacher at Winchester High School; was principal of
Owingsville High School and holds both a
masters degree and doctorate in education.
Republican Mrs. Jewel Hamilton of Bardstown is a former aide to Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
She has been employed by the London city
school system, Larue and Nelson county
schools, Nazareth College, Cumberland'
College and Bowling Green College of
Commerce.
American Party Candidate Thomas N.

Golden, 56, of Louisville, is a teacher at
Jeffersontown High School. He is a graduate
of the University of Kansas City in Missouri
and has done graduate work at that university
and western Kentucky State University.
Commissioner Of Agriculture
Democrat Wendell P. Butler, 58, is a native
of Metcalfe County and has served one
previous term as Agriculture Commissioner.
Butler, himself, a farmer, is now superintendent of Public Instruction.
Republican Ben Allen Burns, 51, of
Owensboro,is a former agriculture teacher at
Daviess County High School, He is a graduate
of Western Kentucky State University.
American Party candidate Glenn
Sutherland, 43, of Salem in I.ivingtston
County, is a farmer and engineer. He attended Murray State University.
Clerk Of The
Court Of Appeals
Democrat Mrs. Frances Jones Mills, of
Gray in Knox County, is a former state
representative. She is a school teacher,
Republican Douglas Mosely, 43, of
Columbia, is a former district superintendent
in the state parks department. He is also a
former Methodist minister.
American Party Candidate Mrs. Helen L.
Bolton is a native of Jefferson County and now
lives in Danville 'She is a former Republican
precinct captain and is currently secretary of
the American Party central committee in
Kentucky.
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End Of The U.N.

SENSING
THE NEWS

THE
FAMILY LAWYER"IP

By Anthony Harrigan
Southorn Statiss Industrial Council
FREE CHINA BETRAYED
WE ARE WHAT WE ARE TOLD WE ARE
The expulsion of Free China from the United Nations exposes
the worthlessness of that organization as an agency of peace and
freedom in the world. Red China, which fought U. N. peaceDad said,"We do exactlY what is expected of us."
keeping farces on the battlefield in Korea and which sponsored
Now, the last time I heard Dad say this his story almost got out
aggressive warfare in Southeast Asia, is rewarded with memof hand. I'm not sure what he is driving at, but I've learned from
bership in the international body. The Free Chinese on Taiwan,
experience the best way to find out is just to listen.
who have bravely opposed communist tyranny for more than two
"We do exactly what Is expected of us," Dad repeated. "We are
decades, are treated as outcasts.
what we are told we are." "Tell a boy be is a boy and he's a boy.
In these circumstances, the United States Congress has every
Tell a girl baby she is a girl and immediately she starts acting like
reason to withdraw all financial assistance from the United
a girl. Go to Australia and tell the Aborigines they are Aborigines
Nations. Indeed, there is strong by-partisan sentiment in
and right away they start acting just like Australian Aborigines.
Congress to do precisely that. For years, the United States has
Tell a boy he is a soldier and he picks up a gun. Tell a man he is a
financed the U. N. while the organization worked against
doctor and right away his income goes up. Tell a woman she is
going to have a baby and nine months later, sure enough, there it" - American interests and the cause of freedom. Now is the time to
take decisive action. Free nations throughout the world should
is. tYoumustbecarefulwhatyoutellsome people.) If you tell a
know that the American people do not countenance rewards for
man he is bald, not a hair will grow on his head. Tell a woman she
aggressor states. While signaling their convictions to other
is pretty and right away she becomes a blond. Tell young people
countries Americans also should clearly understand the
they are students and they soon get bored. Tell adults they are
teachers and they start lecturing."
background of the betrayal of the free Chinese, who are allies of
"Yes sir, we are what we are told we are," Dad said again, for
the United States.
The Nixon administration must take full blame for the
emphasis sake. "The way to tell what we look like is to look at a
disaster at the U. N. In recent weeks, the Administration had an
mirror. When you look, there is your reflection, and you know
opportunity to warn the U. N. that it would cut off funds for the
your image. Of course, this is assuming that the mirror is clear,
and of good quality. It would be possible to look into a distorted
organization's operations if a free nation were expelled to make a
place for one of the most tyrannical and dangerous governments
mirror and per6eve one's self as having a delicate thinly shaped
face with a large brain capacity just above it. Or perhaps, one
of modern times. Numerous members of Congress called on
might see himself with the upper portion rather small but with the
President Nixon and urged him to voice such a warning. He did
lower area, just aboVe the chin, extremely well developed. The
not heed their request—instead Secretary of State Rogers issued a
variations are as endless as the possibilities of mirror distortion.
special statement, announcing that the U. S. would not cut off
The fact remains, someone else holds the mirror."
funds.
The mirror Dad holds for me is rather small.
The expulsion of Free China has deeper roots than that,
Bob Little
however. From the beginning of his administration, Mr. Nixon
made it plain that he sought a new "understanding" with Com5 Billion Years, Just Think
munist China. When he announced his mission to Peking it was
that be would seek this understanding at the expense of
apparent
his
eyes
from
He brushed sleep
The announcement of the mission was de facto
China.
Free
and saw sleep everywhere in profusion
recognition of a country responsible for thousands of American
eyes opened but no strong nerve fibers
d,eaths in Kore4 and which still holds Americans captured in that
connecting the eyes with the brain.
war. It is no wonder, therefore, that Pakistan's ambassador to
The white of innocense is seen first
the U. N., who voted to admit Red China and expel Free China,
as the eyes are noticed
said: -"f would like to acknowledge that President Nixon's new
an eclipae covered and never left
policy contributed to the victory." This is a true statement
total eclipse forever is a long night
worthy to be remembered when Mr. Nixon's presidential record
a night forever is an earth not spinning
is assessed.
Little boys spin on pivot toes
Now, unless the administration changes course, Red China will
and fall in confusiOn
have a seat on the Security Council as President Nixon suggested.
she'll fall in confusion, 0 earth
Red China's representatives will be based in New York where
if she doesn't spin and her children
they
will have abundant opportunities for propaganda and subTake aim on a star 2 billion years away
version. Can anyone doubt that formal recognition of Red China,
and be afraid
with Peking's ambassador stationed in Washington, will be far
see the sun dying and be afraid
The status of Free China in American official circles is
behind?
gray
and
mother earth grows wrinkled
diminish to that of the shadow representation of such
to
likely
as her youth is consumed
captive nations as Estonia and Latvia.
know that all began to end
It is incredible that these developments should take place in an
and for 5 billion years be afraid
ion once regarded as hard-line anti-communist. It
administrat
be afraid and push so that
seems unlikely that a liberal Eugene McCarthy or Hubert
the scooter will never stop
Humphrey would have dared abandon the Free Chinese as
A baby cries—what color baby, Lord?
rapidly as Richard Nixon has abandoned these reliable allies.
a bullet rips through cloth
The real losers in this diplomatic disaster are the American
what color cloth, Lord?
people, for the Red Chinese are determined to humiliate and
Little boys play marbles and fuss about religion
the United States. President Nixon in recent months has
cripple
young men die
enormous political advantage on Peking. The Chinese
conferred
old men war with Bibles in hand
Communist regime has achieved a new great power status in the
and drag their glory in the dirt
world as the result of Mr. Nixon's abandonment of a containment
like a mirror in the muddy dust
policy maintained by four presidents
And for 5 billion years their glory grows.
The American people are likely to pay dearly in blood and
Thomism Perkins
national treasure for Mr. Nixon's appeasement of Red China. As
Long nights,
Black man pats
for the I:. N., it most probably will go the way of the League of
Work hard,
Short days,
his foot and
Nations after that organization appeased facist Italy in 1935 by
Pay little
Food very short.
thinks
ignoring the plight of Ethiopia.
Wife hungry
as well as kids.
*
*
• el *
Longer the days,
This is america? a
MONSTER POSTER
longer the nights,
By Larry Arasterony
*SO IRMO IIMPE DIM IT MIR
odd how things change.
N. 15th Street
A
•
':•
Murray

this world.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TERRE VILE

The new Calloway County High School was dedicated October
27 with Gov. Bert T. Combs, Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt, State
Superintendent of Instruction Wendell Butler, and others on the
program. The new gym was named in honor of Buron Jeffrey,
Calloway Superintendent of Schools.
Pat Murdock has been selected to be the recipient of the first
scholarship awarded by the Calloway County Church of Christ
Preachers Scholarship fund.
Mrs. ha Slaughter, age 65, died October 27 at the Harris Rest
Home, Mayfield.
Miss Ruby Simpson, head of the home economics department at
Murray State College, spoke on her travels in Turkey at the
meeting of the Calloway County Homemakers Clubs held at the
Woman's Club House.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILIE

her
Mrs. Nanny B. Page, age 84, died October 27 at the home of
daughter, Mrs. Jessie Crago.
acre
John Cunningham and G. W. Edmonds who operate a 1500
partnership farm in the Kirksey Community have been declared
Pasture
the winner in county competition of Kentucky's:Green
Program.
been
Pvt. Ray F. Swift of Murray Route One has recently
a unit of
assigned to the Medical ReplacemAt Training Center.
Texas.
Brooke Army Medical Center at Fort Sam Houston,
on October 28 at the
J. M. Hollowell observed his 90th birthday
home of his daughter, Miss Lillian Hollowell.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
7'ben were the disciples glad. when they saw the Lord.--Joha
20:20.
There is no gladness, assurance, or relief which can compare
with that which comes from walking in fellowship with God

A man disabled by rheumatism
tried to collect on an insurance
policy that promised, in large
lettering, to pay benefits for six
"The large print givath, and
months. But down in the fine
the small print taketh away."
print, the policy cut the payments
That old joke about insurance
to only one month for certain
policies has often had a good
deal of truth in it. Many a cru- diseases — including rheumatism.
Was the man bound by the
cial clause has been tucked away
One-month limitation? A court
in typographical obscurity.
decided that he was not. Because
of the substandard size of the
print, said the court, that part of
the policy simply had no legal
effect.
Even if the print is large
enough, it will ordinarily not
carry as much weight as language
that is typewritten or handwritten
into the policy.
Another case involved a life
insurance policy in which the
words "Double Indemnity For
Fatal Accidents" had been inserted by typewriter.
Later, double indemnity was
But in recent years, the size
(sometimes even the color) of held to be payable, even though
the print in insurance policies there was conflicting language in
has been widely regulated by the printed portion of the policy.
statute.
The court said that words speFor example, a common re- cially inserted were more likely
to be correct than words buried
quirement in the field of health
insurance is that the exceptions, in a standard form.
Of course, anything that clarimust be printed at least as plainly
fies an insurance policy also puts
as the benefits. Take this case:
a greater responsibility upon you
as the policyholder. The clearer
the policy, the less grounds you
have for arguing that you did
not understand what kind of protection you were getting.
Accordingly, it makes good
A New York City police
sense to examine a policy at the
sergeant has found it possible
time you buy it, rather than waitto predict when and where
ing until you have suffered a
street crimes will occur by
loss. Not even large print,- not
studying crime patterns.
even a special notation, can tell
He relies on a street map
you anything unless you read it.
studded with colored pins
An American Bar. Association
representing past crimes,other
public service feature by Will
data and basic ter„buiques
Bernard.
learned during an 80-hour"
@1971 American Bar Association
course.

Fine Print

EXECUTIVE VICE PAISIDENT

The usefulness of the United Nations as a tool for
world peace has been dealt a death blow with the
admission of Red China to this world body.
It signalled a tremendous victory for communist
forces over the world and it should forewarn the
United States that more than ever is it locked in a
struggle to the end for its very existence.
Communist Russia, along with its brutally controlled satellite countries was already in a position
to practically nullify the work of the UN and now
with the Red Chinese in a firm position in the UN,
any effective action by that body has been reduced
to zero.
America has supported the United Nations to the
tune of 33 per cent of its expenses, while the rest of
its expenses have been suppOrted somewhat
haphazardly by the other nations.
The United Nations was doomed to failure when its
charter was written by Alger Hiss, who was convicted of perjury in a communist connected case. It
was Hiss who wrote the veto power for members of
the Security Council whereby one nation could veto
any motion made by a Member of the Council.
Russia has used its veto power recklessly and extensively throughout the life of the United Nations.Communist nations have used the United Nations
as a platform whereby they could humiliate the
United States and any other nation with a
democratic form of government.
We would support withdrawal from this disease
ridden body, both physically and financially. The
many facets of the UN have favored communist
countries. The body has elected weak men to head it
'which has resulted in such farces as the withdrawal
of the UN team from disputed areas between Egypt
and Israel so that Egyptian forces could bring about
their assault against Israel. Fortunately, in this
case, the Egyptian forces were beaten down in a few
short days by the Israel forces.
The United Nations was predicated on the'thesis
that countries acting in good faith would work
together for the good of peace in the world. It has
been only too obvious that communist nations do not
want peace. They want unrest, power over other
nations and other peoples. They desire to create
strife, suspicion, confusion, distrust and lack of
faith.
If communist nations ever had a made to order
platform from which to vent their opinions to the
world and from which to issue propaganda shot
through with half truths and indeed outright lies, the
United Nations is made to order.
Communist nations have reduced the United
Nations to a travesty and have even shown an
enormous lack of common courtesy, decency and
consideration.
We believe that the usefulness of the United
Nations is ended and can see no good purpose in the
United States continuing to expend millions of
dollars on a communist show.
We must realize that the ultimate purpose of.
communism is to subjugate the peoples of the world
and to rob them of their personal liberty, individual
prestige, and the right to choose their own path iri -
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Birth pills have
mom Out of control
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: What should a mother do when she
knows her unmarried daughter is taking birth control pills?
This daughter doesn't even have a steady boyfriend.
She worI4, pays room and board and is paying for her
own car. Alto her friends have always been welcome at
home (tho I admit-lately I have criticized the appearance of
some of them), she seldom has a date call for her at home
anymore.
I just don't know what to do. She leaves these pills in
plain sight. Do you think this is her way of asking for help?
Or doesn't she give a damn?
HER MOTHER

nvolved a life
in which the
Indemnity For
had been iner.
indemnity was
e, even though
ng language in
of the policy.
at words spere more likely
t words buried
a.
hing that clari)olicy also puts
>ility upon you
T. The clearer
s grounds you
that you did
at kind of pro;cuing.
makes good
a policy at the
ther than waitve suffered a
rge print not
:ation, can tell
as you read it.

DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor [I refuse to call her a
"friend"] who uses people.
She represents a direct-selling cosmetic company and
she is always trying to sell the line to everybody she knows.
[I bought some.] She also sells a line of cookware. [I
bought some of that, too.] Her son recently started selling
subscriptions to magazines, so she sent hirn around to all of
her friends and neighbors, and naturally we couldn't very
well turn him down.
She also sells Christmas cards, and gets into people's
homes by offering to "collect", for every worthwhile cause
you can think of. How can I say, "I've had it" to a woman
like this?
MILWAUKEE

ir Association
stare by Will

DEAR MILWAUKEE: In English. Unless you can speak
a language she understands better.

tar Association

DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law is a very lovely, wellbred woman who is employed as a housekeeper. Her days
off are somewhat irregular. Since my husband is her only
child we include her in most of our plans, outings and
vacations. She always spends her days off with us, and
sometimes we have no notice whatsoever and have already
accepted a dinner invitation or weekend with friends. When
this occurs, my husband calls the hostess for the dinner for
weekend] and tells her that he is bringing his mother.
I think it is very presumptuous to bring uninvited guests,
but my husband says as long as it's his mother it is perfectly all right. What is your opinion?

DEAR MOTHER: How old is this "unmarried"
daughter? If she's IS, she could be asking for help. If she's
zs, she may not give a damn. You would worry less if you
had more communication and a better relationship.. For
openers, resolve not to criticize her friends. She sounds like
a responsible girl, and there is a chance that she is doing
nothing of which she's ashamed.

DEAR "M": f think your husband's obvious consideration for his mother is admirable, even tho some hostesses
would regard it as an imposition.

Afaesvne

a.

1500.0u5i

liontgagal
II 3

rr
p.m.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "HURT" IN MINNEAPOLIS: It
takes an enemy and a "good friend" to hurt you to the
quick. The enemy to say something rotten about you. And
the "good friend" to tell you she said it.

Special Party Held Baptist Women Of
By Gamma Gamma Elm Grove Meets
For Mission Study
Sorority Chapter
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Officers Are Named
For First Baptist
parsonage will be conducted by Church WMU Here Bishop H. E. Finger, Jr. at four

Smith-Evans Engagement

<go s

B

4 lidfroat

Mrs. Lee Lassiter
Gives Program-At
Women's Society

- 40•••

0,14?"60-

It party was given by the
The Baptist Women of the Elm
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta
Grove Baptist Church met
Sigma Phi as a ways and means
Wednesday, October 20, at sevenproject for the fall, on Monday,
thirty o'clock in the evening for
October 25, at eight o'clock in the
the mission study program.
evening. Mrs. Linda Emerson
Mrs. Charles Burkeen was
demonstrated the party at the
home of Mrs. Edward A. leader for the program on the
theme, "Preparation For SerThomas.
Preceding the party, the vice".
regular business session was Also
taking part in the program
called to order by the president, were
Mrs. George Cossey, Mrs.
Mrs. Martha Ails.
Keys Keel, Mrs. Glen Hale, Mrs.
Games were participated in Walton
Fulkerson, and Mrs.
with gifts being won by several. Marie
Five members of the Almo
Shekell.
Mrs. Emerson talked about some
School Parent-Teacher
The call to prayer was by Mrs.
of the Stanley products and then
Association attended the 46th
received all orders from the Wilbur Weston who read the annual Fall Conference of the
scripture
from
Amos
5:7-15.
Mrs.
members. The money-making
First District Kentucky Congress
project was most profitable due Purdom Lassiter led in prayer. of Parents and Teachers held at
to the team efforts' displayed by
Jonathan Elementary School in
Other members present were Marshall
all sorority sisters.
county on October 14.
Mrs.
Mason Thomas, Mrs.
The hostess, Anita Thomas,
Those from Almo were Mr. and
served refreshments at the Luther Hendon, and Mrs. Joe Mrs. Howard Bucy, Mrs. Buel
conclusion of the party to Martha McCuiston. Mrs. Glen Baker was Hargis, Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.,
Ails, Frances Armstrong, Paula a visitor.
and Mrs. Marshall Brandon.
Duncan, Rita Farris, Barbara
Mrs. George White, president
The
Baptist
Women
will
have
a
Fleming, Beverly Herndon, Pat
of the Kentucky PTA, was the
planning
meeting
at
the
church
Hopkins, Patricia .Nesbitt, Sue
guest speaker. She stressed the
Overbey, Jerrie Parkin, and on Monday, November 1, at 1:30 importance of belonging to PTA
p.m.
Judy Wall.
and explained the Parent
Teacher Student Association.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Henry Anderson. Entertainment
was by the Friendly Five
Quartet. Reports were given by
Mrs. Robert Dailey, secretary,
and Mrs. Clovis Copeland,
treasurer.
Awards were announced by the
district chairman. The Almo
PTA received the Charter
Renewal Seal and also the PTA
extra superior rating.
Workshops were conducted by
Mrs.
the various chairmen.
Howard Bucy, Almo vicepresident, attended Workshop I
for presidents, vice-presidents,
and
presidents,
council
secretaries. Mrs. Hargis, Mrs.
Cleaver, and Mrs. Brandon attended Workshop V for the
Health, Mental Health, Parent
and Family Life, and Human
Howard Bucy atRelations.
tended Workshop VIII for
Procedure, By-laws, Legislation,
Rural Service, safety, and
disaster preparation.
Present for the district meeting
were 163 persons. The Spring
Conference will be held at
Jackson and Farlek Schools,
Paducah:
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Almo PTA Members
Attend District
Meet At Jonathan

aye!

Good Dinner

Baked Ham
Jackie's Mustard Sauce
Friday, October 31
Beans
Potato Puff Snap
"The Haunted House" at 403
Pineapple Cream Cake
North 16th Street will be open p.m.
The Baptist Women of the First
Beverage
from six to ten p.m. This is
Baptist Church held the general
JACKIE'S MUSTARD SAUCE
program meeting at the church
sponsored by the Kappa
Adapted from Swedish cuisMonday, November 1
Department of the Murray
The Kathleen Jones Group of on Tuesday, October 19, at nine ine.
14 cup prepaed yellow musWoman's Club.
the First Baptist Church BW will o'clock in the morning with the
tard
Mrs.
Edgar
Shirley,
president,
meet at the home of Mrs. Stan3 tablespoons sugar
ford Andrus at 7:15 p.m. Mrs. presiding.
Saturday, October 30
1 tablespoon distilled white
-The Haunted House" at 403 Madelle Talent will be the Mrs. 0. C. Wells, vicevinegar
charge
of
the
president,
was
in
North 16th Street will be open for program leader.
1-3rd cup salad oil
program concerning the plans
the final night from six to ten
Into a small mixing bowl turn
for
the
year.
She
was
goals
and
The
Baptist
Elm
Women
of
the
p.m., as a money making project
the mustard, sugar and vineof the Kappa Department of the Grove Baptist Church will have a assisted by Mrs. Eugene Tarry gar; stir until smooth. With a
1p:13ar
omi
png
.m.meeting at the church at Mrs. John Belt, Mrs. Jimmy rotary beater, beat in the oil, 14
Murray Woman's Club.
Fain, and Mrs. Jesse
teaspoon at a time; make sure
Srornee
thre oil is combined each time it is
dicers
Ninth annual Turkey Shoot of
the New Concord
Parent- The Executive Board of the WMU of the church for the year added before beating in more.
Store in a tightly covered conTeachers Club will be at the Murray Woman's Club will have are as follows:
Garvin Phillips' farm, two miles a luncheon at the club house at Mrs. Eugene Tarry, director; tainer in the refrigerator.
Mrs. Edgar Shirley, Baptist Makes about kt cup. It helps to
west of New Concord, starting at 11:30 a.m.
Women; Mrs. John Belt, Baptist have one person add the all
nine a.m. Shells and refreshThe Olga Hampton Baptist Young Women; Mrs. Earl while another person does the
ments will be available.
Women of the Sinking Spring Warford, Girls In Action; Mrs. beating.
Baptist
Church will meet at the Odelle Vance, Mission Friends;
The
Hazel School ParentMrs. 0. C. Wells, vice-president
Teacher Club will have a turkey church at seven p.m.
and program; Mrs. R. W.
shoot at the old Tucker farm, two
Churchill, treasurer; Mrs. R. A.
Tuesday, November 2
miles north of Hazel on Highway
641, starting at eight a.m. Shells The Murray TOPS Club will 'linker, secretary; Mrs. Calvin
and refreshments will be sold. meet at the Calloway County Morris, mission study; Mrs
Health. Center at seven p.m. All Jesse Spence, mission action,
The Fall Festival will be held interested persons are invited. Mrs. A. W. Russell, mission
Lupport.
it the Almo School with the doors
Mission Friends leaders are
Wednesday, November 3
to open at six p.m. The event is
Mesdames Vance, Paul Lyons,
Luncheon and general
Sponsored by the PTA.
businep meeting of the ladies of Jr., Mrs. MC. GarroV, and Mrs.
Miss Barbara Marie Smith
the
Oaks Country Club will be Jimmy Fain. Girls in Action
Sunday, October 31
leaders are Mesdames Warford,
Mr.and Mrs. Refus Smith of Kirksey announce the engagement
Members of Murray Assembly held at 12:15 p.m. For reserof their youngest daughter, Barbara Marie, to Eddie Evans of No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for vations call Linda Emerson or Bernice Wisehart, Joe Johnston,
Murray Route Six, son of Mrs. Culista Thompson of Murray and Girls will "trick or treat for Laura Parker by Tuesday and Miss Gail Lyons. Mrs. Belt
and
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell are
the late Buster Evans of Murray.
UNICEF" starting at two p.m. morning.
Baptist Young Women leaders
Miss Smith is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High School
Committees
included:
and is now employed at Burger Chef.
vitamins
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Harrisor
Resolutions, Mrs. Pat Hackett
Mr. Evans is a 1967 graduate of Murray College High School and
nee•
%itamins
Among
the
and Mrs, I. H. Key; leadership,
is presently employed with Parker-MeCuiston Construction will be honored on their 50th essary to keep the human
wedding anniversary with a
Mesdames Neil Brown, chairCompany.
shape is the
reception at the home of their body in good
man, Jack Kennedy, Graves
A November wedding is planned.
group. This
B
vitamin
daughter, Mrs. Robert E. Wright, group ot nutrients helps
Hendon, and Murray Turner.
from two to five. p.m.
All - digestion and helps the
yearbook, Mrs. J. B. Burkeen and
relatives and friends are invited. 6‘lis ot the body use the
Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vied of
energy from 'food • They
Group leaders are Mrs. Graves
Benton Route Three ire the
also help keep your nerves ,.,11-endon I; Mrs. W. B. Parker
Ninth annual TurkeY Shoot of
and skin an good condition
parents of a baby girl, Tonya
Mrs. R. A. Slinker III, Mrs.
the New
Concord Parent- Readily available sources of
vS-t GoNevieV
Lynn, weighing ten pounds 11k4
Rudolph Howard IV, Miss Hazel
Teachers
Club
will
start
at
1:30
Mrs. Lee Lassiter presented ounces, born on Tuesday, Octhis important group o!
Tarry V, Mrs. Karl flussung, VI,
the program at the October 19th tober 26, at 6:03 p.m. at the p.m.at the Garvin Phillips' Farm vitamins can be found it
Mrs. H. L. Oakley and Mrs.
meeting of the Women's Society Murray-Calloway County two miles west of New Concord. cereals and breads %tic:
neS
Homer Miller VII,and Mrs. W. B. ClieLeR
,re,
whole
wain
or
enShells
and
refreshments
will-be
of Christian Service of the Good Hospital.
Parker WIT ( Extension).
riched
vaiLable.
Shepherd United Methodist The new father is employed at
Church.
the Murray Division of the
Pbone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .
2F(Cobiiin.
Her presentation was on "A Tappan Company.
Open house will be held at the
World Without Work—Reality In
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. new parsonage of the Kirksey
the Rough"!,7 onri.-.4 of this Chester Vied of Almo Route One
United Methodist Church from
vk"MUt
program was to point out con- and Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Mc'Vur
two to four p.m. The conditions in the country that create Dougal of Calvert City Route
secretation services for the new
higher than average unem- Two.
ployment.
Mrs. Katherine Wilson pointed
out statistics on unemployment
both locally and nationally.
Each member present also
participated on the program.
Mrs. Maggie Woods presided
over the business meeting. Mrs.
Emma Knight reported on the
recent rummage and bake sale.
The proceeds from this sale were
applied on the church insurance.
The group sang "Open Mine
Eyes" and concluded with the
Lord's Prayer in unison.
Refreshments of cold drinks
and cookies were served by Mrs
see
Woods and Mrs. Wilson.

AND SHAPEMAKERS OFFERS THE ONLY UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE OF ITS KIND, ANYWHERE!
.

NO EXERCISES.. NO DRUGS . NO STEAM OR SAUNA BATH...NOT JUST A
WATER LOSS .
ACTUAL LASTING FAT LOSS . . SMOOTHS SKIN AND FIRMS
WHILE YOU RELAX, WATCH T.V. OR EVEN SLEEP, YOU CAN COME DOWN A
FULL DRESS SIZE
RING TODAY

FOR APPOINTMENT

(1 1.

753-2962

Ker
HIGHWAY 941.

tee

Shapemakers guarantees that the client will attain
the weight and Inch loss agreed upon at the initial
consultation, simply by following the Instructions Nal
XI RUSES REQUIRLD. If such results do not at ur
within the staled period of lime, all money paid hy The
client will at that time be refunded in lull
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Pro Football Roundup

Position In Standings Takes
On More Importance This Week

Loss To Western Dims
EKU`s OVC Title Hopes
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JV Tigers Wallop
Paris Last Night
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n 100 yards rushing, a total
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The Sexy European Import
On Display Now!

FREE!!
a vote/ Nov•mb•r 2, is a vat*

First 30 showroom visitors Saturday will receive one
"Rand-McNally Road Atlas and Travel Guide", prepared
exclusively for Lincoln-Mercury dealers . . . Absolutely
FREE!
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AGRICULTURE NEEDS A FULL TIME VOICE TO TELL

HATCHER AUTO SALES

ITS STORY TO BOTH RURAL AND URBAN PEOPLE
I/

VETERAN - World War II
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This turkey will be given away at the turkey shoot sponsored by
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Tucker farm two Mlles north of Hazel oo Highway 641
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Leg Injury Slows Down Willis
Reed; DeBusschere Picking Up

II

in Thursday night's 11244
By GARY KALE
over Houston.
UPI Sports Writer
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said after the
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Reed's inability to get around any
much harder. We can't depend
more,
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red only three
Reed underwent surgery dur- Reed
ing the offseason to correct
points. He asked coach Red
knee damage but wound up
Holzman for permission to play
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and then asked to be taken out
the limb. He played 30 minutes of the game when the path
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Buffalo. Clemens hit four
straight field goal and six-of-six
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added 25 points for Seattle
while Bob Kauffman led the
Braves with 27.
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Surviving cuts
tough on rookies
By LARRY HAR'NLY
Copley News Service
CHICAGO — Professional
football personnel logged
countless hours evaluating and
drafting the collegiate senior
class of 1970. The results of the
draft can now be evaluated,
and numerous interesting
observations can be made.
According to rosters released
by the National Football
League, 90 first-year players
made the 40-man rosters in the
13-team National Football
Conference, and 87 survived
the final cut of the 13-team
American Football Conference.
That figures out to an
average of 6.8 rookies on each
team. The Chicago Bears, for
example, drafted 19 players,
while the St. Louis Cardinals
took 17. So making the team is
no easy chore.
Becoming a starter as a
rookie is that much tougher.
The No. 1 selectidns obviously
have the best chance to win a
starting role. But in the NFC,
only three of the 12 No. 1
choices earned starting jobs.
They were: Green Bay running
back John Brockington (Ohio
State I, New Orleans quar-

terback Archie Manning
Mississippi) and Philadelphia
defensive end Richard Harris
(Grambling).
The number of first choices
who started for AFC teams is
larger — .eight. That select
group includes Otto Stowe, the
split end from Iowa State who
was the Miami Dolphins' first
selection; Kansas City receiver
Elmo Wright (Houston),
Pittsburgh receiver Frank
Lewis LGrambling), Oakland

to note on which round of the
draft some were chosen: the
seven are ( with their draft
round in parentheses): corner'
back Norm Thompson of Utah
( 1), tackle Dan Dierdorf of
Michigan ( 2), corner back
Larry Willingham of Auburn
(4), wide receiver Mel Gray of
Missouri ( 6), defensive end
Ron Yankowski of Kansas
State (8), center Tom Banks of
Auburn (8 in the draft a year
ago) and linebacker Rick Ogle
of Colorado (II).
Six made the Bears, and they
are: running back Jim
Harrison of Missouri (2),
corner back Charlie Ford of
Houston (2), defensive end
Tony McGee of Bishop (3),
tackle Bob Newton of Nebraska
(3) safety Jerry Moore of Arkansas (4) and tight end
Earl Thomas of Houston (6).
Their top choice, running back
Joe Moore of Missouri, is injured and on their seven-man
taxi- squad.
Sixteen rookies from the Big
Ten conference survived —
eight in the NFC and eight in
the AFC.
Four in the NEC are with the
Vikings, and remember, they
kept only five rookies.
The Big Ten products in the
NEC are: Minnesota — Leo
Hayden of Ohio State, Noel
Jenke of Minnesota, Carl
Winfrey of Wisconsin and Jeff
Wright of Minnesota; Dallas —
Bill Gregory of Wiscuilin;
Detroit — Ray . Parson of
esota; •Green Bay —
Brockington; St. 'Louis —
Dierdorf.
The eight in the AFC are:
Baltimore — Rex Kern of Ohio
State and John Andrews of
Indiana; Buffalo — Jan White
of Ohio State; Cincinnati —
Ken Johnson of Indiana;
Cleveland — Paul Staroba of
Michigan; Kansas City — Mike
Adamle of Northwestern and
Mike Sensiba ugh of Ohio State;
Oakland — Tatum.

By LOUIS CASSELS
became too unbearable.
UPI Senior Editor
this
"I don't know how long
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that the pain is there and it's These publications, which
fensive back_ Clarence Scott
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slowing me down."
(Kansas State), New York
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Saturday' when duck callers
Jet running back John Riggins
Fortunately, the Knicks, now religious education, already are
from across the state gather
an
State), Cincinnati
have
(Kansas
play,
league
in
5-4
Calling
Duck
Tennessee
the
for
having a tough time financially.
offensive tackle Vern Holland
awakening Giant in Dave Now the postal service is
Championship at Paris Land(Tennessee State) and New
ing State Park.
DeBusschere. DeBusschere not preparing to impose a 146 per
England quarterback Jim
"We expect about 30 profesonly does his thing in rebound- cent increase in second class
sionals and amateurs to comPlunkett (Stanford).
ing, he has been one of the mail rates, one of their
pete this year," said Buddy
If you were a rookie in search
marksmen.
hottest
club's
of
principal
items
cost.
Eaker, chairman of the Kenof making the team, yoy were
against
points
26
scored
He
It is doubtful whether postal
tucky Lake Waterfowl Associain the right place if you were in
Houston, matching Dick Bar- offiOals-LLat': _ -17.30dOtton or
tion-sponsored event.
New Orleans and in the wrong
18
nett's output, and gathered
The winner of the contest
anyone in
Congress—really
place if you were in
rebounds. Jerry Lucas finall wants to put out of business
will represent the state in the
Washington. The Saints kept
World Duck Calling Championhas materialized into the player scores of journals which have
the most rookies — 14. The
ship in December in Stuttgart,
it
New York expected when
effective
proved a highly
Redskins of Coach George
Ark.
acquired him from Golden medium of religious communiAllen, whose players take
SOCCER WITH ONE LEG?—Not really, but this photo of Mike
In addition to the duck callState for Cazzie Russell. Lucas cation.
Geritol instead of drinking
ing, starting at 2 p.m., there
Lubich, goalie of the University of Pittsburgh (Johnstown
tallied 14 points Thursday and
milk, have no first-year
After all, the founding fathers
campus) soccer team makes it seem so. The leg is not missing, 'will be a dog retriever demongrabbed eight rebounds.
players. Nine Redskins are in
stration and talks by state
set up a postal service—and
It's just hidden from view as he deflects the ball away from the
at least their 10th year in the
Game and Fish Commission
Frazier wasn't too enthused provided a special low-cost
goal in a game Tuesday in Pittsburgh.
NFL,led by quarterback Sonny
UPI Telephoto officials,
over the orcket victory, howev- category of mail for newspaJurgensen, who has completed
er. He thinks the team still has pers and magazines—precisely
15 seasons.
a long way to go to match the because they thought it in the
In the AFC, Pittsburgh is the
type of play that brought New national interest to encourage
with 10 rookies, while
leader
this method of disseminating
York the NBA title in 1970.
Miami is low with three. So
"Winning th game felt good ideas and information.
Kentucky Lake
again Stowe is in select comafter last night's loss in
Yet the second class mail
Bowling League
pany.
I
"Still,
rate increases 94111 are scheAtlanta," Frazier said.
Of the eight teams that
W .L
Team
can't get too worked up over it. duled to (begin to 'take effect
in 1970 for the postqualified
20 8
been Jan. 1., and as matters now Mutual Of Omaha
Everybody else has
UPI Sports Writer
19 9 season playoffs, it's interesting
Moose Lodge No 2
klahoma in seven games, they football team Nebraska is.
can't
we
beating Houston, so
stand will triple the mailing Fenton & Hodge
18 10 that Super Bowl champion
Scouting reports usually act
They already know they're
e rated 20-point underdog.
17 11 Baltimore retained the most
costs of magaziixes and newspa- Winchester Printing
as a good indicator to prepare In other games Saturday, the best. They'll just have to real feel too proud.
16 12
All Jersey
The loss was Houston's eighth pers by 1976.
one team for another but the .
16 12 rookies — eight. The other
on
of
minds
out
their
that
Brown,
put
I rinceton is 13 over
and
Jerry's
season
Some publishers argue that
16 12 seven kept the following
information Colorado Assistant ake Forest is three over Saturday if they hope to corns in nine stars this
numbers: Dallas, seven; San
provided additional ammunition use of broadcast channels Lindsey'S
Coach Larry Kennan brought emson, Dartmouth is nine way with another upset.
16 12
Parts
Auto
Murray
Francisco, Detroit, Oakland
for rookie coach Tex Winter's constitutes a national subsidy of Corvette Lanes
15
13
back about No. 1 Nebraska may
over
over Yale, Purdue is five
12,
(51 2 and Cincinnati, six; Minnesota,
campaign to change the club's broadcasting, comparable in a Caesar's
just scare the Buffaloes right Michigan State, North Carolina
9 19 five, and Miami, three.
Colonial Bread
the
which
image.
NBA
subsidy
the
to
Standings
way
even
shoes
out of their football
191 2
8'
State Farm Insurance
State is one over Virginia,
Seven rookies made the
"We have more young people gover:Inxetfr. up till now has Palace Drive Inn
7 21
before the two big-eight rivals Syracuse is seven over Pit- By United Press International
22 Cardinals, and it's interesting
6
.
1
No
Lodge
Winter
Moose
team,"
other
media
print
than any
Eastern Conference
provided the
meet Saturday.
High Team Game (SC).
tsburgh, and Cornell is 13 over
said, "and you can blame that through low second-class mail Jerry's
Atlantic Division
929
The following is a dispatch Columbia.
my
was
It
909
inexperience.
W.
L.
GB
my
Pct.
on
Jerry's
rates.
given to Colorado Head Coach Georgia Tech is seven over
886
Jersey
All
youth
the
no
is
with
there
6 1 .857 ... notion to go
Philadelphia
Be that as it may,
Eddie Crowder by Kennan after
High Team Game (HC)
Duke, Kentucky is three over Boston
5 2 .714 1 movement, but I see now I've argument over the fact that Jerry's
1041
he saw Nebraska destroy
Virginia Tech, Ohio State is 14
1021
5 4 .556 2 put myself on the spot. We many fine religious publications Jerry's
Oklahoma State 41-13 last over Minnesota, Northwestern New York
1007
of Omaha
2 6 .250 44,2 might hay to go back to using —including the Christian Her- MutualHigh
Buffalo
Saturday:
(SC)
Series
Team
is 12 over Illinois, Wisconsin is
2741
some of veterans, or we might ald, the Christian Century, Jerry's
Central Division
"Nebraska is the finest 13 over Iowa, Oklahoma State
Corner of 4th & Elm
2570
Omaha
W. L. Pct. GB have to come up with a trade Christianity Today, America, Mutual ofLanes
college football team I have is two over Kansas, ISU is 17
2507
Corvette
Open: 5 pm-9 pm Mon.-Fri.
2 5 .286 . to strengthen the club.
Commonweal, the Episcopalian,
High Team Series (HC)
ever seen. They'd do well in the over Mississippi, Southern Cali- Baltimore
3077
Winter wasn't referring to Presbyterian Life and Together Jerry's
2 5 .286 .
NFL. They have everything. fornia is six over California, Atlanta
12-6 p.m. Saturday
2943
Mutual of Omaha
2 6 250 it Calvin Murphy, who scored 21 —are keeping their heads above Corvette
2891
Like where Oklahoma has Jack Stanford is seven over Oregon Cleveland
Lanes
1 4 200 .
points, or Elvin Hayes, with 19, water at present only by dint of
Cincinnati
High :intl. Game (SC)
have Tagge
Mildren they
217
State and Houston is five over
when he talked about rades. He desperate struggles, hard-won Dennis Goodwin
Western Conference
(Jerry) and Brownson (Van) Florida State.
215
Bill Egnor
is pleased with their work. He denominational subsidies, gifts E H Lax
Midwest Division
210
with Humm, too, if they needed
Georgia is 14 over South
High Ind. Game (HC)
W. L. Pct. GB also praised Rudy Tomjano- from private individuals who
him. Oklahoma has Pruitt; they Carolina, Penn State is 20 over
245
Egnor
Bill
vich, a Michigan University appreciate their importance in E H. Lax
7 0 1.000
236
have Rogers. Oklahoma has West Virginia, Auburn is 21 Milwaukee
Rockets'
the
rode
236
star who
5 1 833
the task of overcoming the Bob Fairchild
Wylie; they have Kinney and over Florida, Texas 21 over Chicago
High Ind. Series (SC)
which
4 4a.500 31-2 bench mo t of last season. religious illiteracy
Dickson. It's the same situation SMU, Alabama 24 over Missis- Detroit
594
Charlie Hargrove
Tomjanovich has averaged 18 abounds in this purported Dennis Goodwin
2 3 400 4
560
at every position on both sippi State, Arkansas 28 over Phoenix
With Each Purchase
546
HousEgnor
Bill
through
game
points a
Illation under God."
Pacific Division
platoons. But I think the thing Texas A&M, Oklahoma 28 over
"High Ind. Series (HC1
contests.
eight
particularly
first
it
W.
ton's
find
L.
GB
They
Pct.
(Limit: 2 Per Family)
Nebrasabout
669
most impressive
Charlie Hargrove
Iowa State, Tennessee 21 over
643
In the other other NBA game galling to face a 146 per cent David Houston
5 1 .833 ...
ka is its great defense. They're Tulsa, Michigan 30 over Indiana Los Angeles
636
6 2 .775 ... played Thursday night, Seattle hike in their mail rates when Bill Egnor High Averages
the best defensive team in col- and Notre Dare 38 over Navy. Seattle
106-96.
Buffalo
fit
seen
defeated
has
service
3
2
3
postal
the
.500
State
Golden
183
Jones
Dan
is
only
Not
football.
lege
The less the Colorado player
1421 4 .200 34,2 Barry Clemens came off the to itti_t ca.... -by only 25 -per -cent
Nebraska talented: they are hear about Coach Kennan's Puttlazid
178
T C Hargrove
1 8 .111 5'1 bench to score 14 of his 26 the third class mail rates paid Lyman Dixon
178
calm and confident. I've never imp' sions of Nebraska the Houston
quarter
177
points in the second
Thursday's Results
by purveyors of direct mail Butch Foster
seen anything quite like them." bette- Jff they'll be. They need
175
Buchanan
and lead the Sonics over advertising and pornography. Paul
After a cheery report like not be reminded of how good a New York 112 Houston 94
96
106
Buffalo
Seattle
that, Coach Crowder may do a
(Only games scheduled)
lot of crying trying to get his
Friday's Games
team up for its toughest
Milwaukee at Boston
challenge of the season. AlBaltimore at Detroit
though the Buffaloes upset
Phoenix at Philadelphia
Louisiana State and Ohio State
Cincinnati at Los Angeles
- earlier in the year and have
Atlanta at Cleveland
only lost to second-ranked
Magic Tri
Buffalo at Portland
Bowling League
Chicago vs. Warriors at San
W L Diego.
Team

State Duck Cluckers
To Vie Tomorrow

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Scouting Report Could Be
Enough To Scare Colorado.

SPECIALS...Thur.-Fri.-Sat.

FREE!!

2 Silver Angel Fish

ALL LIVE AQUATIC
PLANTS
15c ea.

BOWLING
STANDINGS

lort

He's No
Ghost,
He'll Be At
His Post
Vote
Ginger's

one
)repared
;olutely
•

LES

Way On
Election
Day
(Committee for Lyman
Ginger Superintendent
of Public Instruction)

53-4961
Paid PolitiPal Iklve,rtiscriient

25 7
Johnsons Grocery
25 7
Ezells Beauty School
22 10
NHCA
18 14
Murray Insurance Agency
16' 7
Murray Muffler Service 15'
13 19
Boones
12 20
Owens Food Market
12 20
Bank of Murray
11, 2 70' 2
Jerrys Restaurant
6 26
K rogers
High Team Game (SC)
767
Ezells Beauty School
747
Johnsons Grocery742
Johnsons Grocery

ABA Standings
By United Press International
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Virginia
5 2 .714
3 2 .600 1
Kentucky
4 3 .571 1
New York
4 4 .500
Floridians
3 4 .429 2
Pittsburgh
2 6 .250
Carolina
High Team Game (
West
973
Ezells Beauty School
W. L. Pet. GB
967
Boones
960 Indiana
5 1 ':833
Johnsons Grocery
High Team Series (SC)
63.667
isa
Utah
2196
Johnsons Grocery
3 4 .429 21,2
2125 Dallas
Ezells Beauty School
1994 Denver
NHCA
2 4 .333 3
High Team Series (MC)
2 6 .250 4
2835 Memphis
Thursday's Results
2835
Johnsons Grocery
Floridians 104 Carolina 91
2792
NHCA
i Only game scheduled)
2743
Ezells Beauty School
High Ind. Game (SC)
Friday's Games
190
Mildred Hodge
183 Carolina vs. Virginia at RoaBarbara Alexander
180 noke
Barbara Alexander
High Ind. Gam,(HC)
Kentucky at Pittsburgh
227
Mildred Hodge
225 Floridians at New York
Barbara Atexandfff
222 Indiana at Utah
Barbara Alexa,pder
High, nd. Series (SC)
493 Dallas at Denver.
Barbara 41exander
,
MildrO
Hodge
MariWn Parks
High Ind. Series (HC)
Barbara Alexander
Mildred Hodge
Faye Hurt
Hi4h Averages
Marilyn Parks
Wanda Nance
Betty Riley
Mitdr eg_HCiage
Betty Dixon
Leta Norsworthy
Barbara Alexander

489
468
6(9
600
597
160
154
151
149
148
142
142

Olympic Site
CHATTANOOGA, Oct.
—Chattanooga has
been designated as the
Southeastern site for Women's Gymnastic Olympic
tryouts Nqy, 13,H. The final
competition for Olympic
sports will be held at Champagne, Ill., Nov. It-20.
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Next Week's TV

Bill Cosby And Double Shift Of '6,0 Minutes' Highlight Viewing
/.
Giants at 1; Dallas-Chicago at the first half of a two-part film Boston results in them being game between a local group
and a crack Army team.
comedy, 'The Strange Monster picked up as spy suspects.
The CBS movie at 9 screens
The NBC American Football of Strawberry Cove," with
Conference games: Denver- Burgess Meredith as a school- CBS has a special edition of "Berserk," starring Joan CrawPhiladelphia at 1; Cincinnati- teacher who is in danger of be- "60 Minutes" with Mike Wallace ford as owner of a traveling
Houston; Pittsburgh-Baltimore ing fired after he reports see- and Morley Safer at 9:30. circus plagued by mysterious
deaths of performers.
at 2; Kansas City-Oakland, Mi- ing a sea monster in local wa- "Cannon" is pre-empted.
In "18 Years Next April" on
arni-Los Angeles, New England- ters.
WEDNESDAY
ABC's "Owen Marshall, CounSan Francisco, N. Y. Jets-San "Aesop's Fables" on CBS at
NBC's Mystery Movie at 8:30 selor at Law" at 9, the lawyer
Diego at 4.
7:30 has Bill Cosby portraying
has another of the McCloud se- re-investigates the case of a
NBC's Disney hour at 7:30 has the legendary storyteller in a
ries, with Dennis Weaver and man he successfully prosecuted
musical format that uses both
Joan Blondell in "Top of the on a murder charge 18 years
live action and animation to pre- World, Ma!" McCloud
pursues earlier and becomes convinced
sent a modern version of the a petty thief into the
den of the man is innocent.
the
hare.
tortoise and
New York's crime syndicate NBC's World Premiere Movie
The CBS movie starts at 8 in- leader.
at 8:30 screens "A Howling in
stead of the usual 7:30 and preThe "Medical Center" episode the Woods," with Barbara Edsents the second half of "Battle
on CBS at 9 deals with a re- en, Larry Hagman, John Ruof the Bulge."
The ABC movie at 9 screens tarded young man who faces a benstein and Vera Miles. A
1966's "The Man Who Knew Too bleak future with no one to woman returns to her father's
Much," starring James Stew- care for him when his brother Nevada lodge as she plans to
divorce her husband and finds
art and Doris Day in a Hitch- becomes ill.
people strangely cool and secrecock espionage thriller.
'Rod Serling's Nigh Gallery" tive.
MONDAY
on NBC at 10 has two dramas—
The 100th "Rowan and Mar- "Midnight Never Ends" in The CBS movie at 9:30 has
Laugh-In"
program
on
tin's
which a young woman gives a "Black Noon," eerie tale of a
NBC at 8 consists of a revival hitchhiking Marine a lift and young minister and w'fe caught
of some old favorite sketches. both realize they have had this up in a web of witchcraft in"NFL Monday Night Foot- identical - experience before; volving a mute beautt and saball" on ABC at 9 has the "Brenda," story of an 11-year- tanical gunfighter. Roy Thinnest
Green Bay-Detroit game.
old girl vacationing on a remote Ray Milland and Yvette Mimieux
NBC's movie at 9 screens part Island who makes friends with are involved.
two of "Grand Prix:"
"The Thing."
SATURDAY
TUESDAY
-Running Scared" is the fare The ABC schedule for re"Murder Impromptu" is the
fare on NBC's "Ironside" at on ABC's 'The Man and the gional college football: Georgia7:30. A Blackmailer is murder- City" at 10. Angie Dickinson Florida and Boston Collegeed on stage during an improvis- guest-stars as the girl friend of Syracuse at 1:45; Minnesotaational performance while a frightened syndicate boss Northwestern at 2:15; Washingwhom Mayor Alcala believes ton-California at 4:45.
Iroriside is in the audience.
ABC's movie at 8:30 stars can help break the crime ring. "ABC Wide World of Sports"
at 5:30 covers the National '500'
THURSDAY
NO LONGER ON THE HILL—'llie Chapel op the HID is completely demolished, October 23, after Patty Duke and Ted BesSell as
typhoon Hester roared through the northern area of South Vietnam with winds up to 140 m.p.h. Two girl hipster and square broker
Flip Wilson's guests on NBC stock car race at Charlotte,
in "Two on a Bench." Their at 8 are Lily Tomlin, the Jack- N.C., and the world weightlifting
American GIs were killed and 20 injured ass result of the storm which claimed 39 lives.
UPI Telephoto chance meeting on a bench in son Five, Dr. David 'Reuben championships in Lima, Peru.
and comedians Landry and ABC's "Movie of the WeekHudson.
end" starts at 8 instead of 8:30
"Night of the Red Dog" is this date to make room for a
•
CH. 29
CH. 12
CM. 6
CH. 4
CH. 8
CH. 5
on ABC's "Alias Smith and following special program to be
CH. 3
WDXR
KFVS
WPSD
WSIX
WSM
WLAC
WSIL
Jones" at 8. Guest stars are announced. The film is "Re6:30 Gr. Acres 6:30 Your Life
6:30 Sports
5:30 Munsters
6:30 Tell-Truth
6:30 Anderson
8:00 News
Jack Kelly, Rory Calhoun and venge," with Shelley Winters,
7:
A.
7:00
Teddy
Bears
7:00
5:57
News
Brady's
00 D.
7:00 Teddy Bears
7:00 Brady's
6:30 Mayberry
7:30 Movie
7:30 O'Hara
6:00 Movie
7:30 Partridge
7:30 O'Hara
Joe Flynn in this tale of a gold Stuart Whitman, Bradford Dill7:30 Patridge
7:00D. A.
9:30 Felony Sq. 8:00 Room 222
8:30 Movie
7:27 News
8:30 Movie
8:00 Room 222
7:30 Movie
strike
that turns into bad news man and Carol Rossen. A de10:00
7:30
Theater
29
News
10:00
News
8:30 Odd
Couple
8:30 Odd Couple 9:30 Monty Nash 10:00 News
ranges woman imprisons an in10:30 Tonight
10:30 Movie
9:40 News
for Heyes and Curry.
9:00 Love Am.
10:30 Mason
9:00 Love Am. 10:00 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Takes Thief 12:10 News
nocent man in a cage in her
11:30 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
10:00 Creat. Feat.
11:00 News
"Peanuts and Crackerjacks" basement, bent on killing him.
10:30 Cavett
Movie
10:30
11:30
Movie
12:00 Movie
is the tale on NBC's "James
12:00 Spoils
1:00 News
Garner as Nichols" (new title NBC's movie at 9 screens
for "Nichols"). The sheriff tries 1958's "Gigi," starring Leslie
to raise money for the town Caron, Maurice Chevalier and
treasury by staging a baseball Louis Jourdan.
Other programming is routine
on the networks. Eastern tandard Time is effective again beginning Oct. 31.
Highlights (all times EST unless noted):
SUNDAY
The CBS National Football
League lineup: St. Louis-Buffalo,
New Orleans-Washington, Atlanta-Cleveland, Minnesota-N. Y.

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday
CH. 5
WLAC
6:00 Sun. Sem
Bunny
7:00 Bugs
7:30 Scooby
Doo
8:00 Globetrotters
Bunch
8:30 Bear
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 Josie
11:00 Monkees
11:30 Are
There
12:00 Film ,Fest.
1:00 Comm. Cen.
1:30 Eddie Hill
2:00 Death Valley
2:30 S, S 8. S.
3:00 Roller Derby
1:00 Big Show
5:00 Sports
5:30 T or C
6:00 Hee Haw
7:00 All In Fam.
Face
7:30 Funny
8 .00 Van Dyke
8:30 Mary
Moore
9:00 Mission:Imp.
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11.30 Movie

.

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Sunday
CH. 3
WSIL

CH. 5
WLAC

CH. 4
WSM

7:30 Story
7:05 Farm Digest
8,00 Phelps Bros. 7.15 Report
8:15 Jerry Stoner 7:30 Tomorrow
8.30 Oral Roberts 8-30 Discovery
900 . Reluc. Drag. 9:00 Truth
9.30 Dbl. Deck.
9:30 The Life
10.00 Bullwinkle
10,00 Worship
1030 Make
Wish 10.30 retsons
11.00 Col. FtbI.
11:00 Mr. Wizard
12:00 Directions
11:30 Meet Press
8. Ant.12:00 Football
12:30 Iss
1-00 Matinee
3:00 Football
4,00 Wrestling
.
6:00 News
5:00 Col Ftbl
6.30 Disney
6:00 Wild King.
7 30 Stewart
6:30 Your Life
8 .00 Bonanza
7:00 FBI
9.00 Bold Ones
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10.30 News
10: 30 Tonight
10:45 Movie
1 2:00 Sign Off
...,,,

CH. 3
WSIL

CH. 4
WSM

1 8 . 30 LaLarine
9 00 The Hour
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen
2.30 One Life
3:00 Love Am
3 - 30 Matinee
5:00 Clutch Car
30 Sherman
00 Nan 8 Prof
il 30 Blackman
.00 Football
1:00 News
11:30 Judd
12:30 News

•

/

6:30 Sun, Sem.
Tipton
7,00 Carl
7:30 Jubilee
8:00 Tom 8. Jerry
8:30 Goolies
Unto
9:00 Lamp
My Feet
930 Oral Roberts
10:00 Report
10:30 Nation
St
11:00 Tenn.
Ftbl.
Ftbl
11:30 NFC
3:00 Bill Pace
400 Tales-Wash.
5:00 60 Min.
6:30 Aesop's
Fables
7:00 Movie
8:30 Cade's Co.
9:30 Big Valley
10:30 News
10:45 Movie

CH. 8
WSIX

CH. 6
WPSD
7 00 Faith
7 30 Jubilee
8 30 Devotion
9 - 15 Hamilton
9,30 Truth
10:00 Close-up
10.30 Pro. Ftbl.
11:30 Meet Press
12:00 NFL Ftbl.
3:00 NFL Ftbl.
6 3
°'3
0 Disney
New s
7:30 Stewart
8:00 Bonanza
9:00 Bold One
10,00 News
10:30 Movies
.

CH. 12
KFVS

6:30 Worship
7,00 Gospel
7:30 Tomorrow
Class
8:00 Bible
8,30 Stooges
Dame
9:30 Notre
10:30 Church
11:30 Pet Set
12:00 News
Cont
12:30 Soul City
1,00 Bronco
200 Wrestling
3,00 Anderson
3:30 Nanny & Prof
4:00 Movie
6:00 Wild Kingdom
6:30 Van Dyke
700 FBI
8:00 Movie
10,30 Bill
Battle
11:30 News
12,00 Football

4

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY yOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

I MUST LEAVE THE
JUNGLE,GURAN.
BACK SOON.
COME, DEVIL.

ttir

6:00 Close-up
6:30 News
7,00 Answer
7:30 Truth
8:00 Tom 8 Jerry
8:30 Goolies
9,00 Revival
9:30 Look Up
10:00 Camera 3
10:30 Nation
11:00 Lamp
Unto
Game
11,30 NFL
3:00 Movie
5:00 60 Min.
6,30 Aesop's
Fables
7:00 Movie
8:30 Cade's Co.
9:30 Forum
10:00 News
10:15 News
10,25 Weather
10.30 Griffin

CH. 29
WDXR

CH. 6
WPSD

CH. 8
WSIX

Morn it
Evenin

Morn in
Evertin

Morn ii
Evenir

Morni
Eveni

Morni
Eveni:

Morn!
Event

Morni
Even:

Morni
Eveni:

Mornii
Ettenir
••••

--Nes
41lbrni:
Even:

K;ng F•atures
NOP

THE PHANTOM'S Off--to right a wrong, correct
an injustice or punish evil-Leaving his Eden-like paradise in the deep woods and
his fiercely-loyal pygmy friends, THE PHANTOM — the
16
legendary Ghost- Who Walks — answers- the
champion the weak and chastis• the evil.
Ride along with him—his -eat horse, Hero, and his
--ing jungle adventures.
trained wolf, Devil — into

-cm

Morni

Morni
Even,

Mornr
Even'

Mor
Even
PHANTOM
Ev
BY LEE FA1X AND SEYMOUR BARRY

In The

Starting Soon
Ledger & Times

. We
improve with
•
We like to thi'nk of ourselves as the Chateau Lc:trite-Rothschild
of the automotive world
-We kae,p getting better every year
•
ve improved our little cor ovenr2Crklitnes
last year we gave to more powerful engine and nearly
twice the luggage space it had before
This year we added 29 more improvements
We found a way to keep engine noise downWe found away to make it run better in cold weather
And we found a woy to make it run even smoother

Morni
Even ii

Follow

. in cold, hot or whatever- weather you have in mind
So it goes on
Since '49, we've made over a thousand body and chassis
'improvements
Since'49, we've made over a thousondiengine and
transmission improvements
And the reason for all this progress?
Since '49, we've spent,obsolutely no time making silly styling
changes.
What you see, once again, is what you gel

1:30 Film
Music
8:00 Gos.
8:30 Bible Bap.
Temp.
Bap.
9:00
10:00 Consultation
10,30 Football
11:30 Movie
1,00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt
3:30 Victory At Sea
4:00 High 8. Wild
4:30 World
World
5:00 Saint
5:57 News
6:00 W. C. Fields
7:27 News
7:30 Cinema
9:40 News
9:50 Sports
10:00 Showcase
11.57 Sports

CH. 12
KFVS

WDXR
545 Sun. Sen.
6 00 Mor
12:00
5 45 Journal
7:00 Today
6:30 McCoys
6:15 Break. Show - 12:30 People
7 00 Today
6.00 News
9:00 Dinah
7:00 Bozo
7:00 News
9 00 Dinah12:37
News
6:30 N'Ville
*M 9:30 Concent.
8:30 Romper
II:00 Kangaroo
/ 30 Concen
12,46 Harvey
7:55 Kitc.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
9:00 Lucy
10.00 Sale.Cen
Sewing
12:50
800 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
9:30 Hillbillies
9:30 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
1:00 Movie
9-00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy 10:00 Mov.Game
10:00 Fam. Affair
11:00 Jeopardy 9.30 T or C
Game
3:00 Mov.
1130 W-W-W
10:30 That Girl
10,30 Love-Life
11 30 WW1,4
3 . 30 McHale
10:00 Farn. Affair 11:55 News
11:00 Bewitched
..
11:00 Where Heart
12 00 Noon
4 00 Bozo
10:30 Love of Life 12.00 News
11:30 Flipper
11:25 News
1 00 Our Lives 11:00 Heart Is
5 00 Call West
12.15 Pastor
12,00 My Children 11:30 Search
1 . 30 Doctors,
Munsters
11 . 30 Search
5
12.30 Romp.
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 Farm
Pic.
-.30
2.00 An World 12.00 Singing Con 17
5:57 News
SS Calendar 1:00 Newlyweds
12:05 News
2.30 Promise
6 00 Movie'
12.00
1 00 Lives
1:30 Dating
12:20 Weather
3:00 Somerset
7:27 News
12:25 News
I 30 Doctors
2:00 Gen.Hosp.
12:30 World Turns
3.30 Virginian
7 30 Theater 29
12.30 World Turns 2 00 World
Life
2:30
One
100 Love
Many
5 . 00 Mayberry 100 Love Is
9 40 News
2 30 Promise
3:00 Password
1:30 Guiding Light
5 V Wea..-Spts 1,30 Guiding Light 3 . 00 Somerset
Harvey
9:53
3:30 Love Am.
2:00 Sec. Storm
5: 10 News
10:00 Creat Feat.
200 Secret Storm 3:30 Popeye
400 Jeannie
2,30
Edge-Night
News
6:00
.10:10 Movie
230 Secret Storm 4.00 Gilligan
4:30 Green Acres
3:00 Lassie
4:30 Virginian 2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Din Boone 5:00 News
12:00 Sports
4:00 Virginian
Pyle 6
3:00 Gomer
8 00 Movie
.s.
n
A
c
i
n
.
res
7.:00
30 G
Larzg
6:30 Movie
COO
Movie
10 00 News
330 Gilligan
8:00 NFL
7:27 News
10 30 Tonight
4:00 Movie
11.00 News
8:00 Movie
7.30 Movie
5 . 25 News
10:00 News
11:30 Movie
:
40 News
6.30 Dead Alive
10.30 Tonight
9 53 Harvey
7.00 GunsMoke
10 00 Movie
8 00 Lucy
10 :30 Movie
8 30 Doris Day
12.00 Sports
9 DO 3 Sons
.
.--- „,
9,30-Arnie
10,00 News
10 30 Movie

• Mornin
Evenin

Morn+
Eveni

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday
CH. 5
WLAC

WOrShi
Evenir

Morni
Eveni

re.

,

CH. 29
CH. 8
CH. 12
CH. 6
WDXR
WSIX
•
KFVS
WPSD
Sunrise
6:00
Theater .
10:30
7:00
7 00 RFD-TV
Stooges
12:00 Death Valley
6:30 News
7:30 Atop
Fence 8:00 Phantom
Man
Ultra
12:30
Bunny
8:30 Jackson 5
7:00 Bugs
7,55 News
Doo 12:57 News
8:00 Dep.
Dawg 9:00 Bewitched
7:30 Scooby
Panther 0:30 Lidsville
8:30 Pk.
8:00 Globetrotters 1:00 Opry
2:30 Monroes
10:00 Curiosity
8:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Bar. Reef
3:30 3 Lives
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Take Step
11:00 Quest
4:00 Theater
11:30 Lancelot
9:30 Archie
10:10 Bugaloos
Wrestling
4:30
11:00 Wizard
12:00 Spt, Chat
10:00 Sabrina
5:30 Music
12:30 Football
11:30 Jetsons
10:30 Josie
6,00 Theater
4:00 Sports
11:00 MonkeeS
12:00 Doolittle
There 7:00 Star Trek
11:30 You
12:30 Woodpecker 5:30 Welk Show
7:57 News
12:00 Film
Club 6:30 Lassie
1:00 Q-back
8:00 Movie
7:00 Get.
Toget. 1:00 Cartoon
1:15 Close-up
News
9:40
7:30 Movie
1:30 Forum
1:15 Close-Up
10:00 Adults Only
2:00 Report
1:45 Murray Univ. 9:00 Persuaders
10:30 Avengers
10:00 Takes Thief 2:15 Film
2:15 Contact
11:00 News
2:30 Lester Fam. 11:30 Playboy
2;30 Candidates
After Dark
11,30 Movie
3:00 Glory Rd.
3:00 Candidates
12:27 Sports
1:00 News
3:30 Movie
3:30 File-6
Creat. Feat.
12:30
Mut,
News
5:00
3:45 Phys.
6:00 Mee Haw
4:00 Wash. Irv.
7:00 All in Fam.
6:00 News
7:30 Fun. Face
6:30 Wagoner
8:00 Van Dyke
7:00 Partners
Moore
8:30 Mary
7:30 Good Life
fq10 Mission:Imp
8:00 Movie
10:00 News "
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
10:30 Movie
12:00 Faith

-

#

TIEUEDX WITH

PARKER FORD INC.

.
, * Ledger
• *
•
Evening
&
Times
Schedule
for
Friday
TV
,
•-.

CH. 4
CH. 3
WSM
,
.
WSIL
Lewi:25 Ag. USA
2:00 Jerry
1:30 Road Runne :55 Farm Digest
:00 Doolittle
li:oo Phantom
7:30 Woodpecker
1:30 JackSOn 5
Dawg
0:00 Bewitched
18:00 Dep.
8:30 Pink Pant
11:30 Lidsville
9:00 Barrier Reef
10:00 Curiosity
9:30 Giant Step
11:00 Quest
10:30 Bugaloos
11:30 Lancelot
11:00 Auditions
12:00 Bandstand
12:00 Football
Game
42:30 Pre
12:45 NCAA Ftbl. 1:00 Lost in Space
Game 2:00 Movie
11:45 Post
3:30 Jim E. Brown
4:00 Sports
Reeves
Der. 4:00 Del
8:30 Roller
4:30 Wilburn Bro,
i:30 Welk
Wagoner
5:00
7:30 Movie
5:30 Nash. Music
!-o0 Persuaders
6:00 News
10:00 News
6:30
Rollin'
10:00 News
7:00 Partners
1030 Movie
7:30 Good Life
8:00 Movies
10:00 Movie
10:30 Creat. Feat_
12:00 Avengers
.,
..-

()BEt n, 197

'YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN'YOU
21'

NEW YORK UPI)—Corned)an Bill Cosby shows up in the
role of fable-teller Aesop in a
Sunday night special on the
CBS network during the new
week.
CBS puts its "60 Minutes"
feature on a double shift, with
one in the regular Sunday spot
and an extra on Tuesday eve-

FRIDAY

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat 730 A.M. III 5 P.M.

4s
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Baptist

Ern/Manuel Missionary
Morning Worship
If a m
Evening Worship
7 30p AI

II
IL
RU
Il

TIEU II

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

An investment in Your future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11 00 a m
• Evening worship
7 30p m

11 a m
6 30p m

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m
University
Morning Worship
'0 313a m
Evening Worship
6 00• m

-FOI where

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10 45a m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 SO a.m.
Evening Worship
6p_rn•

your treasure is, there mil your heart Is also"

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
730p m
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

E THE
, &ORAN .
SOON.
, DEVIL.

Norihside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Murray Church
Sunday School
10a m
Worship Service
Ilam
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7p m

11 a m
7p m

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7 30p m

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10,45 cm.
Evening Worship
7 p m.

Sam4

1

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 313p.m.

I

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Arbrning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 630 P.m

Flint Baptist
11 a m
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worship

LI
.
-...5:

•ro, and his
adventures.

Salem Baptist
11 a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 15p m

W

:
:

Brooks Chapel united
Worship services at 9 30 a.m. 15t
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p m. 4th Sunday.

:'.
49
. 413

we have seen a blind person walking down a street. His whole
C ..••••
Gee 211 -

•••••••• S••••••••
W•olo ,••••

:
$0;

4

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, 8. 9 30 a.m 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9 30 a m 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
Morning Worthip
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:03
Worship Service
11 00

not by sight III Cor. 5:7).
,

.

But Paul wasn't talking about the physically blind at all. He was
referring to the spiritually blind, to those who can only believe in what
'
t realize that what
they actually see. Unfortunately such petiole don
they are seeing will not last forever. Only the unseen God will last.
And the unseen God is
the heart of Paul's statement.
vi
Don't center your faith around temporary

.
: things which you can see; center it around the lasting God whom you

i

Worship

II•
•
:It!
.
746
.

Be Loyal,

11 a
7:15 pm

Christian

?.
I'
:
v11:
.

Reclaim Christ

First Christian
Worship Services
10'30a m ,
m

0
4

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11 00 a.m.
3rd 8. 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st 63rd & 4th Sunday

9
1.1
M7

g
Murray Christian
Worst, E Seces 10 45a m , 7 p rr.

ik
l

.,.--::F.„,„ i,-' '.

Boone's Incorporated

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

Ward-Elkins

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches

Phone 753-1675

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

triU-

iry4

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Phone 753-1933

Murray, Ky

KINN

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15 am
Morning Worship
10 30 a ne
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School
10 -00 a m
Worship Service
9 30 a m

Ph

.

518 W

Ph 753-7793

Wells Electric

753-6119

Ph

North 4th St

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

"WE SPECtALUE IN SCrUND"

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Ac
cessories

On Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Phone 474 2202

N. 12th Extended

Phone 753 7724

Main

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Allied Radio Shack
'

753-7100

Ph

1

II

Kentucky Fried elticktit

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads - Meats
Fast Service - Open Sundays

The Hitching Post'
See the Old Country Store

D. Grogan Mobile Homes
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John
•-.6.-. SALES
513P9VICE
A
l,
1
911 MI

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Vegetables and Desserts

.

i

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying - Selling- Leasing

t•;,,.

GIFTS — UNIQUE NOVELTIES

. PARTS & RENTAL

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Phone 753-2700

Sycamore at 12th

FINE FOOD

Murray

753 6685

Ph

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Storey's Food Giant

Tires.Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St Murray. Ky 753.3571

SERVING FARM FAMILIES StNCE 1916

RECAPPING

Air Shopping Center

Bel

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

union

Distributing Gulf Products

Phone 753-2202

I Mm E

Hwy. 94

.7 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road Rt. 1 Hardin, K. 474-2266
4

Rudy Lovett
Distributino Co.

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Call in Orders 753-7101

15(

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING

4th and Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky

or.

,

". .

753-5209

Beal's

•

cRoot .13ezt -Tive-gn

f,

1105 Pogue - . 2 Block E. of S. 12th. Phone 753-1489

1415 Main Street

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 30a m.
Morning Worship

Central Shopping Center -- 7S3-4061

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

753-3892

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Phone 753-6448

Carroll Tire Service

BOWLING AT ITS BEST

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services item .7pm

HAMBURGERS

C 14 ILI

Phone 753.1713

407 Maple

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities for
Churches, Clpbs and All Social Meetings

I

Hwy 641 North

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m . 11 a m . 4 30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
lie m
Jehovah's Witnesses
watchtower
10 30a m
Bible Lecture
9 lea m

Stadium Chili

SW •Ou f.• ••I

MAYTAG

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE -

Southside Restaurant

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep

;

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a m

Home Courts

No. 12th Ext.641 - caii in Orders to 753-4419

American
VI Motors
Top Quality Used Cars

Other
Denominations

itrii.57
:2;
"
.
.!7
:1;..*...gg

Through The Courtesy

Buildings
Stra
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak -. Tue., Ribeye Steak
•o
Fri., Fish
f
the Following Businesses:
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken'

Five Points

Mobile-n
..._ —41..

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

RESIDENTIAL

621 So. 4th

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m
Sunday School
lta.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am
Worship Service
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a m , 7p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 am
Evening Worship
7p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9. 30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

Presbyterian

Shady Oaks

tit

7•.:.'..m.."...:Nr........w..C10:41.3....V.0"...f...#::Fii.:#::101.1r.C.'*...34..“.C.f...tr...4:::.4..."..riii...*:.0....

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

e arc(

First Methodist
8 458.10 50a m

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at lt a m. 1St &
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd 8. 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday. 10 45 a m 4th Sunday

II
.
.

Be Faithful,

11 a.m

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a.m

In
'Af•
I :
A

11 a m
7p rfl

10 a.M.

Morniria Worship
Sunday School

Have faith in God.

f
a
!

SliVenth IL Poplar
Worship Service
i0 . 40 a.m.
Evening Service
6p m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m
Plesant valley
Morning worship
II a m
Evening Worship
6p m

Temple Hill United

cannot see, knowing as Paul knew, that one day you will see Him.

Don't be spiritually blindfolded by the sights of the world.

Sugar Creek

)UR BARRY

".$

YOU IN THE CHURCH
THE CHURCH IN YOU
how ••••••••••••• ••• pod be••••••••
01•11101 GOO ••••••••'•
WOL,
'LAM

South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10. 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
9:30a m.
Sunday School
113'30a m

Remove the blindfold. Develop true vision.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worsl..ip

VM

-,..;

truly following Paul 's admonition to walk by faith and

:
111
:
ilk
mr.:..

11 a.m
7p m

woods and
'TOM — the
to

Morning worship
Evening worship

a

kg

4 life is based upon faith in that he cannot see. Of necessity, he seems to be

runw

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30pm•

enften

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m
15t
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd swum)
,
Martins Chapel Units..
Sunday School
10a m
Worship Service
11 a m

.
d
ftiLsi,r..10,

el
. • 1:4
,$0

T

itl

First Assembly Of God
Church School
1000
Worship Service
11'00

11 a.m.
6 30p.m

Cherry Corner
Morning ~Ship
Everling Worship

w
.

United, 310 I rvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 am
Evening Worship
7 p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7 p m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship Services
11 a m., 730
pm

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
llam.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

Off"
reel
evil--

.

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 SO a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p m. '

Methodist

_, _.,
w
-7
,
„
.
.,4 4
1 1st..

uy

rrc r 1 Irl I_ k

k

Pentecostal

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30p m.

Blood River
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

A..40
.
407:conameNigorapeageripeaviarlionronick.7,.....,,,,.,„„;..:,;..x..„,...x.•26
-eiccorxhiezzu
..V...,...M..111!..M....T.....‘!4415.43111.
e...m.or...m..7..........411%."....15.,....1P....".5115........

Nazarene

11 a m
Op m

Hwy

121 W (Coldwater Rd I Ph

Industrial Road

753 3164

Phone 753 292,

i

ver,
JAS. D CLOPTON

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

DIV

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING

SHEET METAL

1111.4421
11
""

Phone 753.4832

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

E. W. Outland, Supt.
EMS, MgrPhone 753-8220

Holmes
4th at Chestnut

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

12th

Phone 753-3734

94 E. at Murray Bait Co
l'

MR

SALES AND SERVICF

A

Phone 753-3037

9

604 5 4th

JONES, OWNERS

...

S01 N. 4th

Phone 753 6168

PH

MEMBER F.T.13,

WM. E. DODSON, OWNER
,--

.

SO2 N. 4th St.
Iiimift.

--ZIA: Buisnessrn an 's C h GIco .FOf Fin# -P,,n t ,,,,J

403 Maple St..

753-1251
—

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

Ph

Open 4,00 a.m. . Close 13:00

753 4422

6
Pool Office Equipment & Suppliel
I/P.-111e

-.

SALES

.
Bob's TV Service

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY

SERVICE & RENTALS

Typewriters
Calculators
115 So 4th

n.

South 12th Street- Phone 753-9131

SINCE 1950
—2-way Business Radio Installation & Service
—Aerotron Sales & Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut St. Ph. 753-5191

Adding Machines and
753 1763
I.

Sholar's Auto Repair

1

Lynhurst Resort

FRONT END'ALIGNMENT

IVIK11111111./BINTING SERVICE

.—

641 Super Shell

RADIATORS REPAIRED

,
•••• 7S3131,
M. 7535040

"FI4

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

_

National Hotel Building

Eat in or carry out
Ph 753 5267
Murray

Phone 753 5012

Shirley Florist

753 5334

Susie's Cafe

South 12th

605 Maple St

.

Branch Office So. 12th & Story- 753•4655

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P M

Mayfield
247.1487

Fish & Chips

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Residential — Sales & Service

I

Murray Livestock Co.

Murray
753 1323

Murray Auto Parts

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

SOO Main - Phone 753-3231

law

4%

REBUILT ENGINES

Repairs & Installation — Gas & Sewer

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE—MEMBER FDIC

BEETLE

Chicken Peglegs
Treasure Chest

,
1" IS

Claude Vaughn
Commercial and

- -Furniture a Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

CAPPOidri

•9

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning

Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics

ADMIRAL - TAPPAN - WHIRLPOOL
Ha South 12th

& MRS. WM

PIM

•

-

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Dunn TV & Appliance

Hogs bought daily

SPAGHETTI

Phone 753 2997

& Chestnut

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONE

Long John Silvcrs
Fisrinciiips

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52 00 OR MORE

Phone 753-7992

Points

. PIZZA

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRIN
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Ph. 753 7150
Hwy 64 1 S i Harel Hwy I
•

Trenholm's Drive-In

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Fe
iv

Phone 753-8181

Chestnut

602
,

Palace Drive-In

Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies

1C-Iir
t.- ''

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans

AIR CONDITIONING

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

.141P

Randy Thornton Service Co.

GRAIN DIVISION

.

Murray, Kentucky

•
—MOTOR TUNE-UPS
-- AIR CONDITIORING,SIRVICk.....
;no So 7th

Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown—Owners
._ _

753 1751

... Phone 416-2345 and 436-5376
-

Ne
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Telephone Pioneers
by Odell Vance

Ch
Hi
M.

Few Taking
Option On
Protection

Only about 20 percent of the
(Editor's Note: This is mother
WW II and Korean Conflict
In a series of articles on telephone
veterans,holding G.I. insurance,
pioneers. Today: Mrs. Talmadge
taking advantage of an option
are
i Hazel) Tutt-1
for adding an income protection
Tutt
(Hazel)
Talmadge
Mrs.
rider to thpir policies, the
has no difficulty in rememVeterans Administration
bering her anniversary date wit
reported today.
Sht
company.
telephone
the
Those who have policies
started to work on November 11,
numbered with prefixes of "V",
1946. In 1965, when the operators
or "W" can have the rider
were transferred to Paducah,
THE MIGHTY McQueen—Steve McQueen
added to their policy, provided challenges the power and speed of the world's most dangerous
Hazel decided she would go to the
they are in good health and under sport in Cinema Center Films' "LE MANS." The National
"big city". She transferred to
Hazel Tait
age 55. The so-called Total General Pictures release was filmed on location at the famed
Nashville, Tennessee. However,
Disability Income Provision French race with the participation of 45 of the world's top drivers
in December she transferred to each child on his birthday.
Paducah and worked there until
Mrs. Tutt's hobby is show (TDIP) entitles the insured to and over a million dollars worth of racing equipment. "LE
her retirement, Febraury 1, 1969. ponies. She said that she dpesn't monthly.payments in the event he MANS "starts Sunday at the Murray Drive In Theatre
Mrs. Tutt said her motto is "Its show, but she and Cricket, her becomes totally disabled before
better to wear than rust out". dog, have made every show in he reaches age 65. More than
—Gene
University
State
Murray
Prize winners from
rider.
MSU NEWS REUNION: Two Pulitzer
the 1971 When you see the many activities this area for the past three years. 750,000 veterans have the
among the former students expected to attend
she
eligible.
know
are
you
going
Talmadge
has
million
give
Tutt
3.5
they
Nearly
said
Mrs.
She
Graham,left, and John Fetterman, right, are
newspaper
State News and The Shield, the campus
lives by her motto. She stays busy moral support. Whatever it is Policyholders receive $10
reunion of all the staff members of The Murray
a journalism professor at the
Graham,
Weekend.
g
Homecomin
the
growing flowers and vegetables, they do it must work because
talking
and yearbook on Nov. 5 during
shown
are
monthly for each $1000 of in-Journal Sunday Magazine staffer,
baking, canning and freezing. All winner ribbons and pictures
jourUniversity of Illinois, and Fetterman, Courier
of
head
was
Hortin
held and the payments
Dr.
surance
State.
Murray
journalism at
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A New and Different Shoppe

SHOES
For The Whole Family
CHILDRENS'

READY-TO-WEAR
GIFTS

MEN & BOYS

CLOTHING
Boys Sizes 6-14
Boys & Mens Sizes 29-42 Waist
COATS sizes 36-42

Don't miss coming in to see
these great values! Shop for Christmas,
use our Lay-Away Plan.
*

REGISTER FOR FREE MERCHANDISE *

VALUE MART
FACTORY OUTLET SHOPPE
808 Chestnut St
Next to the Dan Castle

Phone 753-9640

DOGS KILL CHILD
ANGERS, France UPI i--A
5-year-old child was killed and
partially eaten by dogs Wednesday when he entered the
enclosure where is father was
raising German shepherds.
Members of the family said
Pascal Fontan, who often went
•nto the enclosure without
disturbing the dogs, must have
fallen and bled.
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MR. AND MRS. JOHN DOE
MAIN STREET
MURRAY. KY,
PAY TO THE
Mercjiants of Murray
1234
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Twelve dollars and 611100 cents
Services rendered
PEOPLES BANK
C.
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An electric chair to measure
how much the lungs heal when a
smoker quits? Sounds improbable. But it exists.
At the University of Califorma's San Diego Medical School,'
researchers have set up .a box
they describe as a modern sedan
chair with a glass door. A
breathing tube is in the box as
well as $10,000 worth of electronic
equipment. All a person does is
sit inside and blow into the tube.
Lights on a computer board indicate the amount of resistance in
the lungs.
Resistance is the amount of
blockage that takes place in the
lungs and the bronchial tubes
because of smoking. The
resistance
changes
when
smoking stops. "Th device will
have the same effect on a smoker
as a scale does for someone on a
diet," says Dr. G. M. Tins, head
of pulmonary research at the
Medical School. It shows what
goes on inside the lungs when you
give up smoking."
The pilot project is funded by
the
Smoking
Research
organization of San Diego and
involves 30 university hospital
employees who are trying to quit
smoking.
Just one cigarette slows down
the cilia, the tiny hair-like
structures that keep your lungs
clean and ward off infection.
Years of smoking wipe out the
columnar cells as well as the cilia
attached to the cells. But after a
few months of not smoking—if the
disease process is not too advanced—the cells and cilia
reappear and help keep the lungs
• --in good working- ortieF, The Kentucky TB and RD
Association does not have an
electric sedan chair, but they can
tell you about breathing tests and
some ways to
try to quit
smoking. For more information
write them at P. 0. Box 8405,
Louisville, Ky. 40208. It's a
matter of life and breath.

Black
Cat
OPEN UNTIL 10 P.M. SATURDAY

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
GOD JUDGES NATIONS
Knowledge of God's dealings with His chosen people and with
the pagan nations increases oqr understanding and appreciation
of His justice in judging them. Our recognition of His sovereign
acts of blessing and judgment of nations should assist us in
evaluating correctly the contemporary conditions, and should
convince us that He is control of what nations do.
The prophecy of Habakkuk is a dialogue between "the prophet
of faith" arnd God. Although Habakkuk had great faith in God, he
was greatly troubled by the inequalities of life. He was perplexed
with the problem that God sometimes permits the wicked to
prosper while the righteous suffer affliction. He wondered why
God, Who was holy and just, said nothing when evil men brought
their wicked devices to pass. The silence of God in the presence of
evil is ever a great enigma. We often wonder why the holy God
allows the righteous to suffer and the wicked to go unpunished.
Habakkuk 1:5-13

Habakkuk's righteous soul chafed under what seemed to him
the unnecessary delay on the part of God in doing something
about the unlawful and terrible sins of the people with whom he
associated. Unquestionably he was deeply concerned that the
holiness of God should be vindicated by His visiting judgement
for sinful deeds and suppressing all violence and iniquity.
Due to the parallel conditions which now exist, many are facing
the same problems that Habakkuk did. From outward appearances it seems that wickedness is having a field day in its
victory over righteousness. Sin abounds among those who call
themselves Christians,and many of the guilty ones do not seem to
suffer for it. Contention strife, injustice, corruption, violence,
and oppression abound today. Consequently, many are perplexed
as to why God is permitting such gross wickedness to go unpunished and unchecked.
The prophecy of Habakkuk opened with a bold and earnest
complaint because wickedness continued without any apparent
interference on the part of God.,tri the midst of the adverse circumstances, the prophet went straight to Gtoctwith his problems,
made a full declaration of all his bewilderments and awaited
God's reply. It is easy to understand why he expostulated with
God as to why He had not answered his prayers by bringing the
people to their senses and causing them to turn from their wicked
ways. In spite of their refusal to repent and forsake their sins,
after they had been rebuked, warned, and urged to do so,
Habakkuk was thcroughly convinced that God was to be trusted
fully by all who knew and loved Him.
Habakkuk 2:64
Habakkuk observed that prosperity and power were in the
hands of the perverse. It appeared that the way of evil was the
way of blessing and success, and this puzzled him. He could not
understand why God did not deliver the righteous from all their
foes. He inquired how a sin-hating God could allow the conOctober 26, 1971
tinuance of such monstrous cruelties and treacherous acts toward
ADULTS
His people. While God was far more patient and longsuffering
107
• NURSERY 12
with the people than Habakkuk was, He certainly did not have
any intention of permitting them to continue indefinitely in their
iniquities without His vengeance descending upon them.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
What surprised and shocked Habakkuk more than ever was the
Baby Girl Vied (Mrs. Vicki information that God imparted to him that He was going to use the
Lynn Vied), Rt. 3, Benton, Baby mighty and cruel Chaldeans as His instrument of judgement upon
Boy Henderson ( Mrs. Betty the disobedient people. The prophet did not question that his
Henderson), Dexter.
people had sinned and rightly deserved God's disciplinary
chastening, but he was astonished when he learned that God
planned to allow the proud, defiant, idolatrous, violent, and the
DISMISSALS
ruthless Chaldeans to accomplish the task. Thinking that the
Mrs. Vickie Lynn Britt, Rt. 1, people of Judah were far more righteous than the Chaldeans,
Farmington, Mrs. Linda Kay Habakkuk could not bring himself to believe that God would use
Thompson and Baby Bsy, Rt. 3, arrogant and pagan Chaldeans, who refused to recognize any law
Benton, Mrs. Betty
or deity outside or above themselves, as an instrument of
Coleman, Rt. 2 Box 13, Murray, judgment. To him it was inconceivable that God "would do
Mrs. Sherrian Dale Taylor, Rt. 2, something like this. Habakkuk was neither the first nor the last
Benton, Miss Grace Elaine Curd, person to have difficulty in comprehending the workings of divine
Rt. 3 Box 98, Murray, Master providence. Godly Habakkuk wanted the people of Judah to be
Jason Christopher Vaughn, No. punished for their sins of rebellion against and disobedience to
10 Orchard Heights, Murray, God according to his own will rather than according to the divine
Miss Yvonne Gail Frye, 809 plan, but God reserved the right to choose the instrument for the
Doran Rd., Murray, _Mrs. Linda accomplishment of his righteous purpose.
_
Carol England, Rt. 2, Kuttawa,
In his dilemma Habakkuk sought a clear explanation from
Samuel Robinette Dodson, Jr., God as to why He dealt with the nations as He did. Personally he
.t00 N. 10th, Murray, Phillip was unable to fathom the mysteries of the ways in which He had
McSwain Bryn, 1117 Circarama, been dealing with them. After praying and awaiting the divine
Murray, Mrs. Mildred Outland, revelation, Habakkuk received satisfactory answers from God.
Fit. 7 Box 15, Murray, Mrs. Even though the prophet had not been fully aware of the fact, God
aVerne Doores, Kirksey, Miss had been working behind the scenes,- and He had always clone
Maude Swindell, Rt. 3, Puryear, right. He learned that chastisement for sins often comes to people
Tenn., Mrs. Lona Etta Malcomb, through others, and frequently through their enemies.
Habakkuk's faith triumphed over seeming contradiction, outward
Rt. 2, Hazel, Elmer Tillman
Hixon, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Rubie appearances, and every doubt and he came to understand that
God is never contaminated by any of the instruments which He
Fulcher, Rt. 6, Murray, Baby Boy
uses in the accomplishment of His purpose. He came to the
Dunlap.
rightful conclusion that God will always do the right and the best
Stored weather
thing in His own good time if people will just leave everything in
NEW YORK (UPI)
Air
His hands.
conditioners that store, or
God eventually deals with every nation that flouts His will and
bold, cold at night for daytime
purpose by executing judgment upon it in a manner of His own
use could cut summer power
choosing. Ultimately the wicked nations, which serve as the inconsumption by 15 per cent,
struments of God's judgment, must also submit to His justice.
say researchers at the UniverLike the Chaldeans, they will reap the same kind of treatment
sity of Pennsylvania's National
which they administer to others.
Center for Energy Management
After his remarkable experiences with God. Habakkuk came to
and Power.
the conclusion that God was in control of the universe, and
regardless of what might take place he would trust Him. To Him
God was a perfect remedy for fear and the only source of real
peace and joy. Consequently, he resolved to be true to God,
regardless of what any others might do.
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Starting Soon
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TIRE DISASTER
ONE THING AT A TIME!
ENNIS, Tex. (UPI)—About 40 TEL AVIV(UPI)—A kiss
cars and trucks rolled over cost Shimon Amit $240 and five
thousands of roofing nails years without a driver's license.
scattered across 50 miles of A traffic court judge levied
Interstate 45 in north-central the penalties after hearing from
Texas Wednesday and had flat police that Amit's automobile
tires.
.
smashed into a power pylon
The Department of Public while he was kissing his
Safety said a keg of nails on a girlfriend. Neither was injured.
truck probably broke open,
covering the freeway between
HIT OR MISS VST
Corsicana and Ferris.
—Marie
One trucker reported his LONDON (UPI )
Prosser, a 64-year-old housekeevehicle had 12 flat tires.
per, told Wednesday how she
the Inidy is growing. won $627 thousand on the
liii ire energy is required in football pool,
"Usually
I
do
birthday
proportion to weight than later
in life. The adult 'needs less numbers," she said. "But I
than, the active teen-ager, a idn't have my glasses in the
manual worker more than a room so I picked them with my
person with a desk job, - ac- finger. I moved my finger down
cording to authorities in twirl the column and where it
stopped I put a cross."
When

BOY'S SHIRTS

PANTY HOSE

CORONET

FACIAL TISSUE
200 Ct 2-Ply.

Petite-Med.

-Tall-
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.

Short Sleeve Prints -Solids
Sizes 8-18

Asstd. Colors

Reg. to

Ex. Tall

1.99

Reg.
3/89'

4

28

f°r$

88'
LADIES
V‘,- DRESSES
,Slight Irregulars

COKE
or

Hospital Report

rarolyn

Day!!

SPRITE
LADIES BRAS
CLOSE-OUT —

Assorted styles and
tf.• fabrics.
Several sizes.

No Deposit Bottles

:fe

Regular '3.87

ASSTD.
STYLES AND SIZES

200

Reg.
88'

664, 664940664 66cgikkgraeS4s, €6.4646,64)
HURRY!!
310-First Prize
5 10 -First Prize
$ 5 -Second Prize
$ 5 -Second Prize
4.1

For The Best
Halloween Costume

For The Heaviest
Black Cat
Bring your Black Cat to ROSE'S
to be weighed. Weighing at 9 p.m.
Saturday.

ii

No age limit.
Judging will be at
9 p.m. Saturday.
WITCHES WELCOME!

cikt0.€40 €64,410110664

4460644)44)04

You May Be
A Winner!

CAT MUST BE BLACK!

TERRY HAND TOWELS

WARM LUXURIOUS

BLANKETS

Asstd. colors, prints and solids.

Fits Full or Twin Size

Reg
4/5 1

Reg.
2.88

13'

Polyester & Rayon

KITCHEN RUG

48 and 63

24x36 - Washable

Reg.
'1.44

POLAROID
108 COLOR
FILM

FLORAL DRAPES

APOLLO - REVERSIBLE

Inch Lengths

76'

Decorator
Pleated Top

Reg.

PRESTONE ANTI-FREEZE
Reg.
1.87

Gallon Size

2

for $3

76

Reg.
'4.57

2/s5
$ 1 88 '1.17

SYLVANIA

FLASH CUBES
3 Cubes - 12 Flashes
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There's a limit on welfare rights

controlissue
Birth
Question can't be ignorcd,

By FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service

cardinal te Is Synod
VATICAN CITY ti'! A
Boman Catholic cardinal
has proposed a frtsh examInatiOn for the population
reexplosion issue,
vival of a furor iit,ich almost split the church in
1968.
Vatican SOLUCCS said Cardinal John C. Heenan. the
Catholic primate of En gland, raised the issue in
one of 12 committees dc•
bating world justice at the
Third International Synod
of Bishops.
'the source said Heenan
warned that any final statement on justice from the
bishops might he interpreted as "absurd' if it ignored
t h e population explosion.
His proposal then was
adopted by tile committee.
Pope Paul VI issued his
"Humanae Vitae" encyclical upholding a church ban
on artificial in ethods of
birth centrol in mid-1968,

toilihing off a furor that

has only now begun to die
dos
If een a n Was a staunch
supporter of the encyclical,
but the sources said his
proposal did not mean he
wants it overturned.
another prelate on the
same committee. headed by
Cardinal John l' Deardeu
of Detroit. said Heenan instead was proposing # global prog ru hi to spread
knowledge of the
"rhythm" method — the
church's limit in permit till
couples to avoid pregnanc)
The prelate sard a s" it!
call to •-tespoesible parenthood" might reopen the
liumanae Vitae debate, but
he added
"That's a risk we have to
take. The population explosion Is an essential factor
of ‘5,orl d injustice."
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Dear Father Lester:
Aren't welfare rights organizations going too far? One organization is shooting for
100,000 members whoryill pay
$3 each in dues ftmally.
That's power. And they will use
it to get more money,from the
likes of me: I don't see why I
should help people who will
then use the help to wring me
dry. In the face of the welfare
rights' power, I feel I'm the
poor guy.
Robert Z.

Religion

CLINICAL SCREENING—Little Amy Allbritten, 2, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Allbritten of Murray Route 5, gets an informal
screening test for speech and language in the speech and hearing
clink at Murray State University. Working with her is Susan
Coffeen of Gilbertsville, a graduate assistant in the speech and
hearing research project initiated at Murray State this fall to
Identify and provide remedial treatment for pre-school children
with speech and hearing problems.
ilPhoto by Wilson Woolley)

4. Children With Speech, Hearing
4.
4. Disorders Aided By University
Identification and remedial,Murray State and an appropriate
of hearing, speech and remedial program is begun.
treatment
: .
44. language disorders among pre- MeDill and a graduate student
school children is the focus of a working with him on the project,
8 to 5
free program initiated this fall at Susan. Coffeen of Gilbertsville,
Mon. 4+ Murray State University. - plluila hold two screening clinics
in Murray in November in
thru Sat 44, Financed by a $2,300theuniversity
current locations and on dates yet to be
research grant for
determined.
involves
project
the
year,
school
1 to 5 4+
the detection of problems in As the program develops
Sunday 44. young children through clinical during the year, McDill, said
diagnostic!clinics will be held in several
and
4. screening
of other areas of the county. He
a
flllowup
and
14 evaluation
stressed, however, that the free
corrective therapy.
clinics are open to any pre-school
Dr,Jim McDill, associate child from anywhere in the area.
44 professor of special education ! - Any parent who suspects a
and project director, said the 'child has a speech or hearing
program was conceived following .problem should take the child to a
a survey in 1969 to identify screening clinic or directly to the
in Calloway. County
h and hearing clinic at
44 children
impair Murray State," McDill urged.
publicsc oo
-tw Ispeech and hearing.
It costs nothing and takes but a
IA "That study revealed that 22.4 little time—yet it might turn a
d's whole life around."
Oer cent of all children in the
Tir'Calloway County School system
bale
44 had a speech, hearing or
problem compared to a
44.language
Ai national incidence of only about
4' six per cent," he explained.
.

Dear Robert:
Democracy is served not by
allowing
indiscriminately
everyone with a name to vote
but by putting the vote only in
the hands of those who can reasonably be expected to be informed about the issues facing
the community and anxious for
its well-being. Many of the
states, for instance, originally
set property ownership as a
requisite for voting; such a
requisite fairly well guaranteed that any differences
among the voters Would be
moderated by the fact that
each had as much to lose as the
other by any harebrained
scheme, and the system
seemed to have worked admirably well. Too few requisites,
though,tend to turn democracy
into mobocracy where the

and (21 must have been instituted through the requisite
legal processes or else
acquired legality later through
the consent of the people.
No government can be considered legitimate if it does not
rule for the general well-being
of the people. But it cannot rule
for the people's true interests
unless it insures them the exer,ofjheir basic human rights
— freedom of speech, worship,
emigration, ownership of prop-

demagogue is king.
Now it seems to me that welfare recipients can reasonably
be expected to vote for a continuation and increase of welfare benefits even though it
might be to the community's
detriment. For all practical
purposes there is little or nothing to remind them of the neell
for a sound, solvent carttriunity Under that supposition, then, I would suggest that
until they take their place as
productive citizens they be not
allowed to vote since no community can turn into an almshouse and still remain viable.
The community has a duty to
provide for its citizens who are
unable to provide for themselves, It must see to their sustenance and,so far as it can, to
a livelihood consistent with
their dignity as humans. As the
possessor of the goods, though,
the community and not the welfare recipients has in general
the right to dispense the goods.
It may be, therefore, that welfare rights organizations have
been trying to usurp the right of
the community.

Dear Father Lester:
Some weeks ago you said
that on principle the Peking
government is not the legitimate government of China. But
the chairman of Japanese Premier Eisaku Sato's LiberalDemocrat Party called for
world recognition of Peking as
the legitimate representative
of China.
What, for you, makes a
LOSES TEMPER
FORT WORTH (UPI)—A 21- legitimate government'
H. R.
year-old woman was held in
lieu of $1,000 bond Wednesday Dear U. R.:
attorney
district
the
and
De facto power over the
prepared charges of assault to people is certainly not enough,
murder because she shot her otherwise tyranny would
boy friend in the back with a qualify and the strong-armed
bandit would get legitimate
.22 caliber pistor
The woman said she lost her title to his booty merely_
temper when the boy friend through possession.
To be legitimate a governspent 'Tuesday night with his
must(1) be ruling for the
ment
wife.
well-being of the community,

erty and so forth.
From all evidence, the Peking government denies its
people their basic human
rights. Such a government is
nothing more than tyranny.

100 ea

WHEAT STRAW - 95C
LAWN FOOD

4+
4+
4+

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,Thev decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
service. So we
who need— and use
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know bow to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs— any season of die year —with a seasoned money
oro• the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

4

ORANGE BERRY
PYRACANTHA

4+
4+
4+
4+

AZALEAS

$295

395 ea

And

(Dwarf and Regular)
Dark Red v Bright Red
Pink

fr

White

Free Landscape Design
and Esti mate

After a child with a problem is
corporations are emergfound initially through clinical Most
the recession substanscreening or a referral, he un- ing from
efficient than they
more
dergoes diagnostic evaluation at tiallY
have built up cash
entered,
the speech and heering clinic at
'resources, cut short-term debt
land checked costs, Spear and
Staff says. This efficiency
coupled with prospective control over profit-robbing wage
: boosts, should stimulate earnings and revive interest in
;tocks, the company adds.

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Announces NEW MANAGER SALE!!
DENNIS TRAVIS — MSU Music Major
Invites You

to SWINGING SAVINGS

in the
DIXIELAND CENTER
* 8-Track Tapes - 12.95 up
* Top 100 Billboard Hits - 78' ea.
* Rod Stuart - Every picture tells a story LP - 2.98
* '1.00 Off All LPs in Stock
* Magnificent Magnavox Component System - 99.95

Complete with Speakers
Casette Tapes - 69'

ea.
* Blank C60
*. Gibson Les Paul Guitar - 1425.00
4REE SPEAKERS when you purchase any car 8-track Player!!
EVERYBODY WELCOME!!
OTHER BIG SAVINGS STORE WIDE!!
Lasts From Oct. 25 thru Oct. 30

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Dixieland Genie
[

.

Phone 1537575

Over the near term the
market is going to make
another serious attempt to
launch a powerful rally, the
Dines Letter says. Traders
should step in now to accumulate those issues that held up
best during the recent decline,
it suggests. Internal technical
deterioration and the topping
out of a good many issues
during the past few weeks,
however, might have jeopardized longer term prospects, it
adds.

While restriction on dividend
increases is tending to put a
damper on stock prices, the
ceiling on interest rates is
enhancing bond prices, Argus
Research Corp. says. This,
coupled with the likelihood of
controls on new capital issues if
a big surge in corporate
borrowing occurs and with the
federal reserve's expected
more accomodative posture
over the near term, makes the
bond market particularly attractive at this time.

•
•
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GICFS

Keys Keel, Ofitra Manauer
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street

by

Led

Wall Street
Chatter

to McDill, research
many children
seems
NEW YORK UPI
with seemingly minor speech
logical to expect a market rally
difficulties at the pre-school level
of at least trading proportions
later have specific learning
at this time, since the market
problems in school.
has moved well into oversold
territory, E.F. Hutton & Co.
are
apwe
44, 'So actually
next support level to
44 proaching the problem from a says. Themost
likely will be the
preventive standpoint, trying to be tested
said that the
it
area,
835-840
identify, diagnose and tray) these
area
youngsters at early as possible so market is so close to this
suffi14 they will not be merely labeled as already should provide
he dent cushion to prevent a
having a 'learning disability'
serious decline.
when they start school,"
added.

4. hasAccording
shown that

High In Nitrogen

FO •
FA

Address questions to Father
Lester in care of Copley News
Service, P.O. Box 190, San
Diego, Calif. 92112, enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envek9e.

WHITE DOGWOODS
6 to 8 Tall

PAGE f•

FREE!
THIS WEEK END
Surprise Halloween Treat
For All Ages!
(Served by a Couple of Real Witches)

Ft AT OR 1MG

'?)4 3

OVEN HOT

HOMEMADE BREAD

WITH
FILLINGS

WITH
DIPS

Chestnut, Near Capri Theatre

Phone 753-6811

Good Food . . . Fast Service
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Pollution That
Is Unseen Is
Great Menace

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 29, 1971

Down the

Elementary
Teachers To
Meet At MSU

Garden Path

Pollution can be seen almost
Several scores of elementary
everywhere. But invisible
teachers from across Kentucky
pollution may be an even greater
-,4141i .44
are expected to attend the annual
IC;iv,.._)4,•
menace.
fall conference of the Kentucky
Pollution-control laws are
WILLIAMS
BY MRS.
Association for Childhood
directed at offenders that can be
Education at Murray State
I wonder how it Y
S. W.anP. tree, for instance. They would
easily detected. And the ofaching back and tired muscles have to be in pots as the tree
University Oct. 29-30.
fenders may be making matters
are under some circumstances, draws all the sustenance out of
Dr. Hugh V. Perkins, a
worse by going invisible, says
actually
enjoyable. But these
professor of education in the
the ground.
Vincent J. Schaefer, director of
delightful autumn days after a
Institute for Child Study at the
the
Atmosphere
Sciences
Keep a notebook of things you
morning's work in the yard,
University of Maryland, will be
Research
Center,
want to do in the spring. During
State the principal speaker at a 6:30
pruning, digging, planting,
the winter there is time to think
University of New York at
repotting and many other of the
p.m. dinner opening the meeting
of these new things you want to
Albany.
tasks of October, there is such a
Oct. 29 in the university's Winput in or some changes you
One method to cut down on
sense of satisfaction as you
slow Cafeteria.
would like to make. But it won't
survey
the
things
visible pollution in industries, for
you
have
Dr. Perkins, who holds doctoral
help a bit if you don't,remember
accomplished.
example, is to dilute the escaping
degrees from the University of
them. I have to write things
A few minutes in a rocking
pollutants with cleaner air to
Chicago and
New
York
down or I will never think of
chair will ease the tired
make the particles smaller and
University, has been with the
muscles, but the flower bed is them again.
unseen. The role that small inInstitute for Child Study at
ready
for winter and when the
visible particles may play in
A notebook is handy for so
The Bumsteads— health is not at all clear. But Maryland since it was
falls it is a wonderful many things in the garden. Is
snow
established in 1947.
Blondie, Dagwood, according to research at the A Fullbright professor to LOVELY LADIES ALL IN A ROW. One of th) s hithlists will be crowned Miss Murray State feeling as you look out the that plant doing well in full sun,
window to know every plant is or would it be better if it had
it is easy to show that the Pakistan in 1958-59, he introduced University of 1972 Nov. 13. The winner will compete in the Miss Kentucky pageant next spring.
Alexander, Cookie and Center,
well taken care of and that you part shade? Then make a note of
majority of small particles that
are: (top from left) Anelle Parrish, Henderson; Roxiann Allen, EastPrairie, Mo;Linda
the pups—are the reach the lungs remain there. child study and human Contestants
have done all you could to help
development in that country, and Boyd. Murray; Ginn& Lawrence, Benton, Lois Drake, Madisonville; Carolyn Sloan Huntsville, Ala.; them survive. Then you are sure it. Read up on that particular
Schaefer
also
warns
that
buses
plant's needs. Maybet it needs
world's favorite funny
has written a number of books Dorris Kersterson,Paducah; Nancy Luther, Mayfield, Lollta Stice, Calvert City; (second row) Judy to say, "Well, that wasn't so
more water. Maybe it needs an
and cars should not be allowed to
family. You'll chuckle idle for more than a few minutes. and articles dealing with Laird, Murray; Vicki Collison, Washington,Ind.; (bottom row)Gwen Brown,Sturgis; Gayle Holden, hard to do."
acid soil. Maybe it needs fereducation
and Columbus, Ohio; Hellen Claire Williams, Lexington; Susan Penrod, West F4nkfort, Ill.; Nanct
childhood
so
through
half
about
just
I am
at the familiar and the The exhaust from an idling car is development, the most recent of Gordon, Louisville; and Sally Harris, Metropolis, 111,
tilizer added. Each plant has its
'
(*Use Woolley photo) far. My house plants are in- own requirement and if we knew
frantic when you enter often not visible, but if a plastic which "Human Development
doors, Poinsettia repotted and just what it was, that plant
bag is held to catch the exhaust,
coleus cuttings are rooted and in should flourish.
and Learning." It has been
into the domestic laugh- the
bag contains 100 trillion
published by the Wadsworth
Pots.
land of...
particles within a second.
In another column, I want to
Publishing Company of Belmont,
According to Schaefer, his
tell you of the various places
Calif.
lovely
I
think
leus
as
sI
everdid
hadthis
as where information can be obHERE'S THE WAY
testing shows that the air in many
The conference program
A HUSBAND SHOULD
summer. I had some of the most tained. There are so many
motels and hotel rooms is cleaner
What
proportion
of
Calloway
KISS HIS WIFE GOODBYE
Saturday, Oct. 30, will center
special purpose programs, such unusual in coloring, with sources that we can all be at
IN THE MORNING
than the outside air in cities or
County residents are receiving
around five interest groups:
Today, the drug problem is the some or all of their income from as Federal farm support lacinated leaves, some were least partly knowledgeable
along highways. This is
Starting at the Beginning, led "White Plaque." Yesterday, it
scholarships, research and crinkled in an odd fashion. If you where plants are concnerned. It
especially true if there is a
Federal, state or local governhave a spot in the deep shade is such a tremendous help to
by Mrs. June Warden Smith of was tuberculosis.
training grants.
refrigeration-type air conditioner
mental sources?
Murray State; Success and A recent article in Science
Social security beneficiaries in where absolutely nothing else know what is required by a new
in the room, or if the air comes
on
Failure with Culturally Different News,"Trying to Treat the White How many of tivm are
Calloway County, who are will grow, put some potted shrub. It can save quite a bit of
from a central control.
payrolls?
crow
many
are
public
Children, led by Dr. Grace Plaque," reported predictions
covered by old-age, survivors coleus out, around the base of a money, also. We need to learn.
Find out about air pollution and
getting social security or
Champion, Louisville; In- that at the present rate the total
and disability insurance, far
how to fight it more effectively.
unem- outnumber
dividualizing the Language Arts, number of herion addicts in two veterans pensions,
the other categories.
Check with the Kentucky
ployment aid or other benefits?
led by Dr. James Carlin, Murray years will be more than two
As of the beginning of this year,
Tuberculosis,and Respiratory
More than one-third of the
State.
there were4,442 men, women and
Beginning in June, too,
Association, which is now confamilies-in Calloway County are
Working with Follow-Through, every
children locally getting such
serviceman
leaving
ducting its Christmas Seal
getting some of Weir income or
led by Mary Ruth Dodson, Vietnam was tested on a $26,000
checks each month.
Campaign, It's a matter of life
support
from
such
maintenance
Owensboro, and Teaching for machine to detect the presence of
The next most numerous
and breath. Write Kentucky TB di
local population is
EDWIN A. SCHROERING, JR.
Values, led by Dr. William A. opiates in his sytem. The drug sources if the
category consists of tholg in
representative of the rest of the
RD Association, P. 0. Box 8405 Morris, Eastern Kentucky
Has served as Assistant United States
Federal,state or local governproblem
has
reached
epidemic
Louisville, Kentucky 40208.
country.
District Attorney, Assistant County
University.
proportions. And a new federal Nationally, according to a ment employ. The latest figures
Attorney and as Commonwealth's
on
Perkins
also
will
speak
Dr.
indicate
a
total
for the local area
agency, the Special Action Office
CAUSE OF DEATH
study made by the Tax FounAttorney: he has the total experience
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, En- "Studying the Behavior of of 11/rug Abuse Prevention, has dation, a non-profit research of 1,430, approximately, on these
necessary to effectively serve as
gland (UPI)—Joe Siffert, the Children" at,alunciwon Oct. 30, been set up to try to combat the organization, nearly 73 million public payrolls.
Attorney General of Kentucky
meeting
with
enrollees
in
after
Of
the
5.5
million
war
veterans
problem.
Swiss racing driver who was
receiving money
individuals
are
cented
to the protection of the
in _#ie . United States, or their
killed in a 150-mile-an-hour Direct Study of Children and At the beginning of the century from government coffers.
the
low -abiding citizens
-amiliv
and
of
university
in
a
Youth
at
the
survivors,
who
are
getting
and
for
decades
after,
another
from
last
Sunday,
died
crash
This refers only to those getting
of Kentucky He has proven his
asxphyxia due to fire, an special 11 a.m. session in the epidemic called the "White general income support. Not pensions or compensation from
In The
dedication to the vigorous
.
cafeteria of the University
the Federal government, close to
Plaque" ripped
across the
inquest was told Wednesday.
counted are persons and private
,ntorfement of the law on every level.
540 of them are residents' of
country. Unlike the drug
Dr. Keith Randall, a patholo- school.
institutions receiving funds under
Calloway County.
Edwiih A Schroering, Jr. is a man who
gist, said Siffert's only severe Reservations have been problem, there was no voluntary
from
teachers
of
kinreceived
merits our support He deserves your
choice involved in TB. People
physical injury in the crash was
residents
Among
other
dergarten through sixth grade were stricken
vote on November 2nd.
without even
a compound leg fracture.
from
public
receiving
money
age children in northern Ken- knowing the source of their
who
are
on
the
agencies are those
tucky, Lexington, Richmond, illness. That epidemic has now
retirement rolls of state and local
Bowling Green, Louisville, subsided. The TB germ has been
governments, military perOwensboro, Daviess County, and identified and drugs such as
sonnel, those on the Federal civil
Madisonville as well as the im- isoniazid can help treat—even
service retirement rosters and
mediate Murray area.
prevent—TB.
Several hundreds of paintings,
But TB still costs the American niiniature pieces of sculpture and persons getting unemployment
benefits and other aid.
people about one billion dollars small art objects from the
The Tax Foundation notes that
for
every year. This is the total
private collections of 32 intreatment, control services, dividuals are on exhibit this week since some people may be
compensation payments, in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of receiving income under more
economic loss, and other direct the new Fine Arts Building at than one program "the unduplicated count would be
and indirect costs. And more than
slightly less but would not affect
NEW YORK UPI(—Just as 37,000 new active cases were Murray State University.
Sunday, Oct. 31, will be the last the overall validity of the figures.
the market fell in 1962 before found last year.
reflecting the healthy economy Anyone can breathe in TB day for the two-week exhibit,
which follwed a year later, germs from the air. Anyone can entitled "Faculty Collects, 1971."
time is needed now to improve have TB without knowing it. The It opened Oct. 15.
the poor technical condition of germs are spread by the Exhibited on the main floor of
the market before it can get in coughing or sneezing of a person the new, three-level gallery, the
gear with anticipated improving who has live germs in his sputum. display includes an extensive
fundamentals in 1972, says Covering coughs and sneezes is collection of textiles from around
Indicator Digest. Until the one step to preventing the spread the world. Among these are
textile works owned by Mrs.
market reverses its downward of TB.
and
rebuilds Treating both old and nev, Emily Wolfson, Miss Eagle and
momentum
strength it is going to continue White Plaques is essential. To Dr. Gordon Plummer.
One of the focal points of the
under heavy pressure.
find out more about TB today.
exhibition is a 6-foot-high, fouryour Kentucky
check with
If you are an optimist you Tuberculosis and Respiratory panel lacquer and jade Chinese
will anticipate a compromise Disease Association, P. 0. Box screen made in 1921. Painted on
solution to the international 8405, Louisville, 40208. Its a both sides, it is. valued highly and
is owned by an anonymous
currency crisis such as the matter of life and breath.
Murray couple.
air,
emergence of new international
1971 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and
The small art objects exhibited
parities
in
the
first
quarter,
new,
as
clean
Kentucky is fourth in the na8,000 miles, Murray car,
says Dean Witter. This would tion in rehabilitation of the include a Chinese scroll, Alaskan
Willow Green.
jade piece, an ancient American
go a long way to dispel current handicapped.
Indian basket, a small sculptured
gloom
and
suggests
that
Tibetan Buddha and ceramic
1971 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air,
equities are now ripe for Japanese rice farmers
average pieces from around the world.
new,
as
clean
car,
Murray
accumulation.
15,000 miles,
4,930 lbs. r acre.
Others contributing items from
Dark Blue.
their private collections for the
exhibit include:
1970 Cadillac Sedan Deville, power and air,
David Irwin, Dr. and Mrs. C. S.
car.
Murray
white with black vinyl roof.
Lowry, Dr. and Mrs. Howard ri.
Keller, Robert Head, Donna
1971 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door sedan, power and
Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Johnson, Henry Bannon, Dr. and
air, vinyl roof.
Mrs. W. Robert Higgins, Mary
Jane Timmerman and Miss Ruby
1968 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air,
Simpson.
vinyl roof. Sharp.
Richard Jackson, Marcia A.
Durrant, Thomas Spoerner, Eula
1968 Pontiac Executive, 4 door sedan, power
McCain, Dr. Josiah Darnall,
and air.
Hazel Tarry, Rufie Lee Williams,
Dr. William G. Nash, Eugene
air.
Schanbacher, Mr. and Mrs Billy
1967 Pontiac Station wagon, power and
Joe Puckett, Dr Adam B.
power and
.,anning III, Clair Hampton and
1965 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hard top,
Dr. Rhey B. Parsons.
air.
Also on display in the gallery is
the photography exhibit of
1965 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door sedan, power and
Frederick DiGiovanni, a senior
air.
Mark Thurman,Scout Troop No. 77, is shown operating a movie
from Elmont, Long Island.
projector during the Red Cross First Aid Instructor Course held
Located on the upper level, this
1964 Buick LaSabre, 4 door, power and air.
recently at the public library. Thurman is serving as aide to the
exhibit will be up through Nov. 8.
Calloway County Red Cross Chapter and contributes several
The public is invited to visit the
hours weekly. Projects included painting the office furniture.
•
gallery during its open hours.
packing "ditty bags" for servicemen In Vietnam, making new
These are 7 a.m. to midnight,
nd general office work. A.r. MondayeAlirough Fridays; 7 a.m.
badges for all the hospital Volun
401 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
period of continuous community se
is a requirement toward
to 5 p.m. on Saturdays and from 1
earning the Eagle Scoot Award which Mark will complete in
p.m. to midnight on Sundays.
Ma in Street
Decembet.
There is no charge.
Photo by Allen Cunningham

Drug Problem
Is Now Called
'White Plague

Many Local Residents
Get Government Checks

BIOME
by Chic Young
Starting Soon

Ledger & Times

Two Week Art
Exhibit Ends
Sunday, MSU

Wall Street
Chatter

ED

SCHROERING
for ATTORNEY GENERAL

K-N ROOT BEER
MR. & MRS. TERRY MULLINS

would like to extend their appreciation
to you for your business in the past.

K-N Root Beer will reopen
Nov. 1st with

Mr. & Mrs. John Cavanaugh
as owners.

Sanders-Purdom

K-N ROOT BEER
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program will alleviate this
problem, they will probably
accept the extra paperwork as a
TheIs° far, it can be anticipated that necessary evil.
segments of business.
More paperwork will be
ask there will be a rash of consumer
to
have
will
firms
biggest
necessary on the part of the permission for any intended price
Internal
complaints who do not una
nation's smaller enterprises as raise in advance.
Revenue
marketing
the
derstand
defense against prosecution
Servvce
ers, it is
will be processes.
Consum
firma
Mid-sized
under phase two of the economic required to report promptly
on
Paducah Tilghman High
reported, who bought an item
.
controls
whenever they take a price hike, sale at a low price do not unSchool's "Band of Blue" and Drill
been issued and also be prepared to pare derstand why the price is higher
Corps have been chosen to per- This warning has
of the Murray by the National Federation of down such a raise in the event it when they next buy the item after
halftime
at
form
before
s in view of is protested.
This
. This column of questions and higher rent than is permitted benefits was announced
State University- Eastern Independent Busines
the sale price is removed.
price
on
set-up
d
propose
answers on the Wage and Price under the freeze is prohibited. August 15.
the.
ity
nts.
football
Univers
complai
Kentucky
But the smaller firms neither leads to
will leave the
Freeze is provided by the local
game at Murray Saturday coral ols which
have to file notice of price inThus, it appears that the only
l
Interna
my
in
team
U.S.
in
football
,the
blind"
"flying
Q—The
office of
smaller firms
evening, Oct. 30.
taken. defense the smaller business will
any
of
advise
nor
,
to
creases
subject
pay
military
Q-1s
d
future
publishe
for
town is giving tickets
Revenue Service and is
case charges are brought against However,the burden of proof will
have is a complete record of
as a public service. The column games to % those season ticket- the freeze?
Both the 117-member marching them for boosting prices.
be on the owner in the event that prices that prevailed prior to the
of
most
because
ns
refund
questio
a
70-member
due
s
the
holders
answer
and
pay is subject and
While actually smaller firms any consumer registers a mid-August freeze date.
team were
frequently asked about the Wage prices charged above the wage- A—Yes military
precision drill
the
of
ns
conditio
have been keeping records complaint with the enforcement
and
of
to the terms
and Price Freeze announced price ceiling. Is this form
by Murray State as should
is expected that the price
wage in- selected
on
highest maximum prices agency, which is expected to be It
freeze
t's
their
Presiden
Nixon.
ed7
of
nt
pe4itt
will
Preside
They
by
ation
year.
compens
the
August 15
of
ion will set up some
units
commiss
honor
it
.
gust freeze, the Internal Revenue Service
creases. However, exceptions
during the half- prior to the mid-Au
show
a
ns for price increases
provisio
present
for pay for
t that many have not The dividing lines between the
Q—My local supermarket has .A—Yes. Teams may offer have been granted
intermission of the game to is apparen
ry by higher
necessa
made
time
that
ion
or
supposit
zone
combat
done so on the
p.m.
three categories of business wholesale costs, increased taxes.
just discontinued its policy of patrons tickets to future games personnel in the
7:30
at
begin
90
action, prisoners of
the freeze would be over in
firms have not been established However, it is predicted that such
giving out trading stardps. Can or other forms of compensation missing in
hospitalized war According to Roger Reich- days.
yet, and presumably will not be allowable increases will have to
they do this during the freeze? lieu of a cash refund. However war and
g
Marchin
the
of
es.
director
may
casualti
muth,
outlets
the price commission sets be substantiated with the base
until
Retail
A—Yes.
at the same time, it still mus
Under the new proposed
Thoroughbred Band at Murray
up
its
guidelines.
discontinue trading stamps if offer the option of a cash refun
three
pricing that prevailed in early
are
for
there
s
Just for fun,
In addition, benefit
from controls,
they pass on the value of the when the other forms of corn military personnel placed in a State, a high school band
of the ex- August.
reports
on
Based
th• big parade
is
e
follow
area
Purchas
the
in
Jackson
rs
custome
the
their
to
ion
stamps
pensation are unsatisfactory
perience so far, the Federat
retired status during the freeze honored each year by the Artistic undergrounds
the
loughs in
of
one
their
of
ically,
on
Paradox
prices
form of lower
the patron.
recommends that all small firms,
period will be computed and paid university and appears at one of
MONTREAL (UPI)
nts received by the
complai
major
merchandise.
g,
retailin
in
those
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"Our neighbor was having a
garage sale. We went next door
and left our front door open,"
"It was stolen where I work."
"I was in a store. I went to
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pocketbook in the shopping
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counter, it
fl)
checkout
issing."
-During the evening, I had
some ladies in for a decorating
accesories party. I noticed ,the
money was missing after 'the
party."
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HAUNTED
HOUSE
TONIGHT!

Mrs. Patsy Ann Orr, Rt. 4 Box
272, Murray, James E. Brandon,
Rt. 5, Murray, James Allen
TAKE notice that the
Smock, Rt. 5, Murray, Master PLEASE
of Gene Steely and
partnership
Murray,
6,
Roger Glenn Hale, Rt.
Datson d-h-a Cashway
William Earl Blankenship, Rt. 3, Schuyer
Material has voluntarily
Murray, Master Mark Edward Building
1
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dissolved
Ext.,
Blythe
E.
McWherter, 1109
to said date CashParis, Tenn.. Mrs. Imogene subsequent
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hip b S,hii‘er
propriertors
a
1.
Rt.
O'Bryan.
Mae
Doris
N10(
batson.
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Washington, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
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Mrs. Martha Fay Hancock
SMORGASBORD
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r.11
' Concord, Mrs. - Frocie
Mac
to the Avalon Restaurant
4
Murray.
Pine,
211
Hornbuckle,
60
Mrs. Betty Boesel, Rt. 5 Box 612, Paris, Tenn.
Murray, Mrs. Elbe-rla Ennis, Rt
m.
HOURS 11-30
I, New Concord, Alford Lee
5:30 p.m,-8:00 p.m
Hughes expired), 1636 Farmer
Hwy. 79 E. In Paris
Ave., Murray.
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at
MFA
Willoughby
Doug
see
ITALIAN
that should the card be 14044r4.
44444414.(41 and found Insurance Co. Reasonable rates PAINTING INTERIOR and
reported lost or stolen, the .1hk ,
LUNCH
144444141ie7rientliardlo for every driver. Also, fire, exterior. Free estimates. Phone
computer captures information ,4444.pt
753-3727 after 4 00 p.m.
030C
mobile home, life, hospital and
resteraay's Puz.le
auto financing. Phone 753-1222.
GIVE piano lessons in my
NIP WILL
0000 000 Office at 505 Main.
ITC
home. Call 753-4045.
A 000 000
00000
, A .R
MOOG
NOTICE
000
0 00 October 27, 1971
000 ADULTS
100
OMMOM NURSERY 9
The Colonials
001110
0100
ia MOM
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
16 P,ece.*c., one
21 Goods cast
overboard
23 Sociable
27 Neat..
28 Liquid
measure
29 Bespatter
31 Openwork
faboc
34 Above
35 Crafty
37 Metal
fastener
39 Parent
(collog
ItY
40 LaMO,
42 51.11
04 Shy
46 Conjunct.on
48 Breaks into
tinYPteces
50 Indian native
e0ei:40•ied as
soldier by
Great gown
53 Prtchir
54 Hqr11
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condition.
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

i FOR SALE

•

L US
,L ES
AX

•

[AC GTO, power
brakes, good coniripower, 4 speed,
11753-5005.
029C

:VELLE SS,
xI automatic, fee!at 400% South 16th.
029C

NA Pontiac, 4 dr.
ver steering, and
ry air, vinyl roof,
Priced to sell. 753
N3C
Royal 4 door with
ng and air coniir condition. See
at Taylor Motor030C

1200 Coupe, mag
r conditioned. Only
'hone 753-8045 af
0

OBILE DELTA 88
hardtop, power
Ner brakes. Good
5.00. Phone 753NIP

[ 500 Ford. Power
>rakes, factory air,
1.00. Phone 753-8718
031P

,AT
SECRETARIES
7 OF NOISE 1

1FTERNOONS

I ED
K ouZ
ZACK E

IR

,,aL)

ts
(/

J.t-3-

16#)°Low Wi4,4

:-Io rem.

4.: AT 1309 OVERBEY, EXTRA
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NICE BRICK HOME.with

: dining room, large den, utility room, large outside storage
4
carport. Two large bedrooms, carpets, dishwasher,
4.._1 area,
built in range and oven. Priced to sell at $20,000.
ni
4:THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 304 Woodlawn . Draperies,
41 $sto1970007indows and doors,carport and 80'x160' lot. Carpeted
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE , 41 livin
liv g room.
r
T.V. Tower, air conditioner. A good buy at
1 WHY LIVE in a commercial area
,and be bothered by loud truck 4t
in Lynn
4:THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSEbuilding
noise when you can move to one
in
41
Grove on 120'3E322' size lot. Also a large storage
of the nicest residential areas in
e_ back of lot. A lovely place,4 years old and priced to sell Now Murray? Fox Meadows and
ns $20,500.
Coach Estates Mobile 'Home
4:
Parks are quiet, modern, at'
41 THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE. 3
convenient to city, grade and
bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 11
/
2 Baths,
high schools, $25. per month 41
fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
includes most utilities and grass
4:oven, city water. $23,000.00. •
mowing,some residents use their
rent savings to pay their country
club dues. South 16th near
Canterbury,753-3855 or 753030C
7964.

•

4:
4

F-a.
cO Oa,

Cke

41

s

104 WILLIAMS AVENUE IS ONE OF MURRAY'S NICEST
duplexes. Has a 2'bedroom and 2 bath home,central heat and
air, all carpeted a and with all built-ins. Also has a 3 bedroom
and bath apartment with built-in range and washer-dryer
hook up and all carpeted. Apartment has electric heat and
built-in air conditioner. Double garage. A lovely home with
an added income. $34,500.
REDUCED IN PRICE. EXTRA NICE MODERN three
bedroom home on Cole's Camp Ground Road, just off of *641
North. City water and on 11
/
2acres. Has 2 baths, 2 car garage
attached and seperate 2 car garage. Fire-place and 6 closets.
$26,500.

LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
at 1509 Sycamore. Newly decorated and new carpet. $24,000.
465 ACRES: ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTIES FINEST
farms. Near Kirk.sey. Over 3/4 mile of black-top frontage. Two
good homes, many out-buildings, 35 acre lake. Call us about
this outstanding farm.

ef

HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-$17,000.

4
.!
4:

bath
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two
Double
air.
and
heat
central
built-ins,
Fireplace,
home.
brick
garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.

Po

4:
4:
41

41
4:
43
4:
41
4.1

Aluminum
Plates

PLENTY OF BUILDING SITES AVAILABLE in the city and
county from 50x150 to several acres. Stop by, or call for
your pick. Reasonable prices.

.
41 HERE IT COMES- A FINE 4 bedroom brick veneer house
41 1w7th
ithstr
2 baths,
for
, twoapartmta
oray :
$23,5
in rear for boys on 107 North .1 BEAUTUL
IF
WOODED

NICE FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME AT 1013 Story Ave.
SMALL FARM: good location;
:1i, baths, garage,range, refrigerator, washer and dryer and
business or future investment.
drapes included. Also 2 air conditioners. $24,500.
One mile East Murray, apP9,4%14060 T1 e •%)Ne.proximately 10 acres pasture! 41
GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY NEAR University. Has 5
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
ckpco-kes
coo&rie
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. et; furnished efficiency apartments. Lovely three bedroom and
14SU INEConw4 For
t two bath carpeted home with family room and carport. A
appointment call 43610411%--rULA
*t5 Nov.
very fine place to live and have a good income or rent it all
,
TFC
2173.
41 for income. Call for details and to see.
olZDEft, 140(4.
TRICK OR TREAT? Definitely a 4.1 NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive.
treat and ideally located on large
/
2ceramic tile baths, builtBuyer can select colors, carpet. 11
wooded lot. Spacious slate entry ns in range and oven,central gas heat and central air. You must
POINTER BIRD dog,three years On OF the finer things of lifehall opens to private bedroom .
FOR RENT
see this. Priced at $23,700.00.
old. Phone 492-8770 after 5:00 Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent
area with 3 bedrooms and 2
TWO BEDROOM duplex, central baths. Living room and den each
p.m.
029P electric shampooer $1.00, Big
41
_e_ REALLY BUDGET PRICED AT 317 Irvan. A stucco house
oic heat and air, fully carpeted, with fireplace, modern kitchen,
K.
eti with electric heat. New shag carpet, range included. Two
outlets for washer and dryer. recreation room and 3rd bath
1965 DODGE PICKUP 6 cylinder
ell bedrooms, and large family room or use as a 3rd bedroom.
Available December 15. Phone have outside entrance. Den and
wide bed,low mileage. Very good
Outside storage building. Reduced to $10,500.
*
-753-9741.
N1C living room overlook
condition. 1957 Ford one ton,
beautiful
SATURDAY ONLY
factory stake bed, 6,000 miles on
back yard landscaped by nature.
e_l 159 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 1346. One mile west of HighWHIPPED
new motor. All
TWO BEDROOM apartment, Halloween Nite the witches el
new tires.
n$ way 94. 80 acres tendable, 80 acres timber, 2 acres Dark
furnished, for four girls. Water come, but not to 1405 Vine..Drive
Guaranteed actual miles •42,000.
CREAM PRINTS
Fired base, 1300 No. Burley, some corn base. Three good
furnished. Available December by and 164 at this cute 2 bedroom
Don't need. Priced right. 210
tobacco
barns, good stock barn,sheds,crib,fenced for cattle,
1.33
yd
V.Phone 753-9741.
N1C home. Attractive improvements
Main. Bilbrey's Phone 753-5617 or
creek. Good 5 room frame house with two
year
round
Fashion Costs Less
753-1257 after 5:00 p.m.
029C
have been made. Owners have 41 bedrooms. $27,500.
When You Sew With fine
LARGE FIVE room, furnished moved. Posession with deed.
TRAILER, 12'x58', Deluxe:
Fabrics from
apartment, two blocks from Don't let-thia bargain S-c-a-r-a ,SLEDD GROCERY WITH FIXTURES AP,711 ALL STOCK
furnished or unfarnialied. Like
University on South 14th Street. You. Refrigerator, stove, drapes, et; Also three bedroom house with gas furnace. Store has
FAB-N-TRIM
new. Lot available for renting.
gasoline pumps and a good gasoline business. Well stocked
Phone
753-8250.
N1C carpets and air conditioner all
Phone 753-4566 from -8:00-5:30 or
North Side Court Square
and modern grocery with good business. Call about this
will
be
yours
when
you
buy
this
753-7637 after 5:30 p.m.
TFC
place.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10' x neat brick home on Calloway.
SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size 55', electric heat. Three miles Nice shade, excellent location,
ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the Church.
rugs. Sculptured, shags, and from Murray. Phone 753good buy. Let us show you.
/
2 acres.
Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 11
Nubby design. Good selection of 7856.
N1C Plant an Acre of PUMPKLNS on
$21,000.00.
at
to
sell
Priced
colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths.
this 2 acre tract with a large 5
Reductions up to 50 percent. FURNISHED APARTMENT bedroom home in excellent
Sears Roebuck and Co. Murray, close to college. Rent reasonable. condition, 2 fireplaces, dish- 41 IN COLDWATER - A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4
23-1/16X35"
Ky. Phone 753-2310.
41 bedrooms and 2 baths. Central heat and air. Anderson inN3c Phone 753-6564.
caw washer, draperies, and lovely 41
sulated windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00.
yard.
Shop
building
close
to
highThick
.009
4
18' SELF CONTAINED travel
way-ideal shop for small
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall
43
These plates are perfect trailer. Paid $2,850.00 last year. to
business. All this for only $23,850.
AT 1302 SOUTH 16TH STREET IS A 3 bedroom brick veneer
wall carpet with cen
$1800.00 or will trade. 1223
Haunted House! Not this one just
house. A 10'x14' storage building in back yard. 100'x200' lot
for siding or roofing
Dogwood,753-8358.
030C and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
11
/
2 blocks from Murray State: 3
and 11
/
2 bath for only $24,000.00.
TFC
barns, for placing around BE gentle, be kind, to that ex- 753-7850.
bedrooms 11
/
2 bath brick home
1
4
.
1
WE
HAVE
THE GLENDEL REAVES HOME place on Lynn
MODERN MOBILE home, 12' with fireplace in colossal living
bottom of mobile homes oensive carpet, clean with Blue, wide.
Highway,
/
1
2 mile from city limits. Lot size 200'x373'.
Grove
carpeted.
room.
Abundant
storage
on
Private lot and
Lustre. Rent new electric
House has eleven rooms and central heat. Stock barn and
to keep out the wind
efficiency apartment, large lot. You price conscious
shampooer $1. Western Auto, Also
newly paneled, nice cabinets. buyers will know this is a real 4/ three car garage.White fence. This is a beautiful home. Call
and snow, and for many Home of "The Wishing
us for an appointment and look this place over.
820.00 weekly. phone 753_7671 or bargain at $24,000.
Well".
030C 753_8333 after 5,00 p.m.
other uses such as
030c Jack-o-lantern is all aglow with
30 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home
happiness when looking at this
SHOW CASE, a real antique.
"building out"
about
1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. $22,000.00.
About seven feet long, glass all TWO BEDROOM trailer, close to large home on Vine with a small
mice or rats.
price
tag.
Can
be
43
used
as
single
around the front, sides and top. town, good location. Phone 753FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME. Duplex on
030p family or 2 family home.
Closed in back with sliding 5109.
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat
its
Large commercial corner lot 308'
wooden doors. Best offer. See at
41 and air, carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now
Ledger and Times. Also have FURNISHED APARTMENTS; x 282'. Ideally located near * rented. $30,500.00Call at
four modern display islands Living room, kitchen, bathroom Central Shopping Center. All city
-- utilities on lot.
ell ON DODSON AVENUE WE HAVE A real nice three
made of metal in green abd white with shower and bath. 1 or
2
egt
bedroom brick veneer. Large family room, living room,
R. Tucker, Realtor.
with adjustable shelves. N3ONC bedrooms, Zimmerman Apart- Donald
103 N. 4th St.
member uf multiple Listing.
electric heat. This house is a bargain d $22,000.00.
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753_4342.
HACKNEY MARE, 12.2 hands. 753-6609.
85 ACRES ON DR. DOUGLAS ROAD,6 miles from Murray.
N3C
Associates; Edna Knight, home 41
Trained to cart and saddle. Also
Good frame hOuse with bath. 3 ponds, well, creek, barn,
phone
753-4910, Pat Mobley, home
SYNTHETIC WIG, light brown. cart and harness and one 24 seat MOBILE HOME on Kentutity
40
4 -smokehouse,crib. Fenced and crow-fenced for cattle 4 acre.
phone 7534958:
N1C
Phone 474-2789.
029C Western Saddle. Phone 753corn base, 1.02 tobacco base. Call for ;ter details. Only
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
3616.
029C Panorama
$17,000.
Shores.
Two
HELP
WANTED
FIVE 14'x 6' styled steel wheels,
bedrooms, 15' x 15' living room,
original equipment on Torino LIVING ROOM suite, five piece, kitchen, separate dining room, WANTED: EXPERIENCED 43 ON GILBERT STREET IN HAZEL,2 bedroom frame house,
GT; E 70x14 glass belted tires; like new. Phone 753-2623.
029C central electric heat and air dozer and backhoe operator igt lot 80'x150'. Bath and air conditioner. Has beauty shop. A
bargain at $6,000.00.
$100.00 or best offer. Phone 753N1
conditioning. All new appliances, Phone 753-9807.
6387.
029P 14' RUNABOUT BOAT with including washer. On private lot.
A THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1659 Ryan is a budget
trailer and motor; Frigidaire Phone 436-5571.
priced home on 85'x150' lot. Robertson School district. Real
030C NEVER SETTLE FOR SECOND
BEAUTICIAN SHAMPOO; sink clothes dryer. Phone 753BEST. Become associated with 41 nice at $17,500.00.
and chair; dresserette; swivel 3593.
AVON
as
an
AVON
Represen°29C FURNISHED APARTMENT 3
. NEW HOME IN EAST Y MANOR. BRICK veneer with 3
chair. Phone 7534664.
029C
rooms, bath, private entrance tative. AVON, the world's largest 41
/
2 baths, built-in
bedrooms, large den, baseboard heat, 11
30" ROLL-A-WAY bed like new and garage. Prefer
and
most
respected
cosmetic
one person.
A
lovely
home
at only $20,000.00.
41
range
and
oven.
City
water.
two
company.
Call
now
after 7 P.M.
bookcase with
foam mattresses. Price 706 Olive. Phone 753-1293. 030C
THREE
PIECE
029C
collect 365-9424, or write Mrs.
headboard bedroom suite like $20.00. Phone 753-4946.
new, $90.00. Mrs. Keys Keel,
THE ROGER PIQUE HOME IN Lynn Grove. Two bedrooms
SANDERS, AUTO buffer, floor Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt. 2
and bath. City water. Only $10,500.00.
030P REMINGTON 22 rifle, lever polisher, hedge trimmers, power Box 136 A,Princeton, Ky. 030C
phone 753-4672.
action, nylon model 76. Phone saws, paint sprayer. Bilbrey's,
029C 210 Main, phone 753-5617. 030C WANTED: LADY
to do 43
ONE TWIN size Jameson in- 474-2789.
housework, one day a week,
FRAME HOUSE AND LOT NEAR MORGAN BOAT Dock. 3
nerspring mattress, like new, 18 H.P. EVINRUDE outboard
either Thursday or Friday. Must 43 bedrooms and bath. Paneled and electric heat, built-in range
030NC boat motor. Phone 436-5847 after FURNISHED
$35.00. Phone 753-2911.
APARTMENT;
furnish own transportation.
and oven. Good well. $7,500.
N4C three rooms with complete kit5:00p.m.
Phone 753-8583.
029C
SPOTS before your eyes-on your
chen and private bath ( near
AT PENNY: 14 ACRES MOSTLY TENDABLE. Lots of
.new carpet-remove them with COUCH,$5.00, two lamps, $5.00, MSU)Phone 753-5921.
030P
EXPEFtEIENCED WAITRESS.
frontage on blacktop. Some woods with a beautiful building
Blue Lustre. Rent electric two end tables, $4.00, empty
site. Has a two bedroom frame house with bath, electric heat,
shampooer $1, Begley's Drug Magnavox stereo cabinet, $15.00, FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished. Must be neat, efficient, and free
to work weekends. 32 hours per
washer and dryer hook up, good well. Priced at 318.000.
030C baby car bed, $5.00, baby matStore.
Garden space. Located near week. Good working conditions, 41
tress,$5.00. Phone 753-9990. NIP Palestine Methodist Church.
good tips. No phone calls. Apply
66 ANTIQUE CLOCKS; Grand$35.00 per month, to family. in person Colonial House 41 IMAGINE!! FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641, 3 bedroom brick
father, Wall Clocks, Weight 500 LOCUST POSTS and 18 month
41 veneer on 110'x300' size lot. Well constructed and practically
Phone 474-2345.
N1C
N3C
Smorgasbord.
Clocks-both 8 day and 30 hour, old Flax mane and tail filly.
new. Priced to sell at $20,000.
Kitchen clocks, Metal and Phone 436-5621.
N1C FIVE ROOM HOUSE with hot
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for
Bracket clocks. Cash & Carry.
and cold water, bath, place for cooks. For
interview call 753Paul F. Gallemore, 1308 Maple SQUIRREL MONKEY and cage,
washer and dryer. Also electric 67L3.
030C
Street, Benton, Kentucky. N3P $30.00. If not interested please do heat.call 492_8360.
N1C
not call. Phone 753-1654 after 3:00
4'x8 1-4" ANTIQUE Birch
N1C UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom WANTED: CLEANING lady.
p.m.
References required. Must have
paneling, slightly damaged
duplex, 1601 College Farm Road.
transportation. Phone 753$3.95 each. Kash-Way Building PENTA TREATED lumber.
$75.00 per month, $50.00 deposit.
8045.
030C
N3C Resistant to rot and termites.
Material, 753-2381.
Phone 753-5792.
NI1C
Ideal for boat docks and any
WANTED: BABV,SITTER, 5
weather exposed uses. Murray
days per week, 7:30 am. to 4:00
80
ACRES
PRIME
land
SPECIAL!
for
rent
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
p.m. Must come to my home.
Fri. & Sat. Only
Murray, Kentucky.
ITC on cash basis for soybeans only. Need not have own tranFour miles west Puryear, Tensportation. Some light fibuse
nessee. Contact J. F. Paschall,
Truckload of factory second
cleaning. Phone 753-8581.
N IC
WANT
TO
BUY
404 Greenwood, Clinton, Tenfile cabinets. 2 and 4 drawer,
letter and legal size in WANT TO BUY small coal nessee,615-457-9846.
N1C
DO YOU like money? Like
assorted colors, full 28" deep heater. Phone 436-5615.
029C
people? Are you over 25? Have
cabinets.
FRAME HOME, two miles from you 10 hours per week you can
WILSON
NALL
AreT-1117r SIN5W3 WáyT
The
bedrooms, spend in a well paid pert time
MOVING & STORAGE standing timber. Also have fo6 basement and upstairs. $90.00 per sales job representing World
Paducah . Road, sale lumber and sawdust. month. Couples only. See Dan Book Encyclopedias? Phone Ray
1M11115y Saw Mill and Lumber Co. Shipley, 753-2878.
N1C Shreve, Mayfield, Kentucky, 247Mayfield, Kentucky.
Phone 733-4147.
TFC
4618, 9:00-12:00a.m.
111C

I

ON OLD Paris Road, Route
h
FRAME
HOUSE AND 5 ACRES
4
Two

4:

4:
43
43
4:

25' each

Ledger & Times

1303 OLIVE BLVD.- A PRIME location -3 bedroom frame,
full basement,80x200 lot and priced to sell quick. 321,000.
PERFECT LOCATION - 1711 College Farm Road, 3
bedroom brick veneer house on fine lot. All built-ins and
_refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to sell. $22,500.
345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of
Lakeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be
developed. $51,750.
HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
$22,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard,=Ft see
this house to appreciate.
COTTAGE IN CENTER RIDGE ON 150 foot lot. Frame
airwith part-basement. Partially furnished. Fireplace,
conditioned. Boat, motor and trailer. $11,000.
1
2 miles North of
BEAUTIFUL 2 ACRE BUILDING SITE, 2/
Lynn Grove. $2,250.
LOT ON STOIi.Y AVE. just East of 1.2th Street,
70'x150'. $20,000.
1615 SUNSET DRIVE. THREE BEDROOM Brick home with
baseboard heat. 2 air conditioners. All built-ins. 2 baths,
fireplace,7 closets. You should see it to appreciate it. $27,300.
IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water.
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot included.
$31,500.00.
BEAUTIFUL STONE VENEER HOME at 714 Olive. All
carpeted, draperies and all built-ins. Has 4 Bedrooms, 2%
baths, large family room and fireplace. Double carport. A
most desirable home. $35,000.
ON CATALINA, A NICE THREE BEDROOM brick with 11
/
2
baths, carpeted, large utility room and carport. Central heat
and air. Low price of $20,000.

41

FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. /83,
can be bought with from Ito 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
frame house with bath and electric heat.

4:
43

011-14IGHWAT AT -NORTH'EDGE OF HAZEL is a good
Brick Crete home with 2 bedrooms down and 1 upstairs. Gas
heat and city water. Only $10,500.

4/
41e.

4:
4:
41

4:
41
41
4:
4:

4:
4:

ON FAXON ROAD 11
/
2 MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have
a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of Land.
Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
ONE AND ONE HALF MILES FROM city limits on McCuistion Road is a lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer and block
house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. Must see.
$17,500. A milk house and extra lot for $2,000 extra.
806 NORTH 17TH STREET IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick, well
located near University. $21,000.
DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story
brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, nice carpeting,
all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
garage. Price only $34,000.00.
A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE fully
furnished, except air conditioner and TV, at 405 Vine. Just
think for only $12,000.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE.. We have lots and
houses available all along the lake ranging in size, price, and
location to fit your needs.
3C. ACRE FARM AT HALF-WAY with 4 bedroom brick
veneer house, all built-ins, 2 baths. Must see to believe at
$48,500.

Guy Spann Realty

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
4:
41
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
41
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
• Louise Baker - 753-2409
Onyx Ray - 753-8919.. Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761
41

4

0

4.
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Seven Newspapers Endorse GOP

Council ...
(Continued from Page 11

Quotes

Navy Trys
To Recruit
Porpoises

From The

News

Following is the new procedure
as set up by the hospital board
By United Press International
practical for a and doctors.
LONDON—British Prime MiUPI— Middlesboro Daily News does not was more
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